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INTRODUCTION ----- -
It has been observed that the land of a particular area 

actually gets restricted fram its potential utilization due to 

both the natural & cultural causes. Among the natural causes 
the most important one, by which land becomes potentially 
•condom• (or inversely •efficient•), is its geomorphological set 

up that stems from the varie>us sculpturing precesses of land 
from development. T.he present chapter is, devoted to find out 

such geomorphologically sensitive or vulnerable parts of the 
Rakti River Basin by stu~ng the various morphometric attribut
es & thereby to tackle or manage them by acknO\vledging their 

present shape & fOJ..'"m. 

The methodology adopted for such purpose is the various 
morphometric & quantitative techniques ~ased on toposheet, 
aerial photograph & intensive field investigation) to explain 

the landform characteristics in the first step & on the basis 
of such characteristics the whole Basin area has been finally 

divided into scme distinct landform units to find out various 

geomarphologically sensi~ive zones of land resource utilization. 
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A. MORPHOMETRIC AN~YSfS 

The key to geomorphology is morphometric analysis. The 

measurement & methodological analysis of the configuration of 

the earths surface & of the shape & dimenticn of its landforms 

is known as 'Morphometry' of a region. 'Ihe morphcmetric analy

sis does therefore, include various aspects like erosional 

development of drainage net, the magnitude of landform contrast, 

the phase of development of lands through the fluvial process 

etc. For the Rakti Basin the morphometric analysis has been 

carried out through the quantitative procedures of estimation 

adopted & substantiated for various land areas all over the 

world by different experts (Smith 1935, Horton 1945, Wentworth 

1945, Hammond 1954, Nir 1957, Chorley 1957, Strahlar 1952, 

Morisa\va 1962, Doornkamp & King 1971, _Prasad 1979) • 

The whole mocphometric analysis of the Basin under study 

has been divided into two parts for convenience as a. The study 

of the Drainage Net work & Cemposi ti0n and b. 'Ihe study of the 

Landform Configuration. 

The drainage net work & composition is actually meant for 

explaining the interconnection of the system of drainage net & 

the quantitative morphology (i.e., topologie & geometric proper

ties) of a basin through the process of stream ordering & its 

relation with stream number, stream length, area, relief, slope 

(Horton 1945, 1970, Chorley 1969). It has been postulated by 

Horton that the stream number & the stream length of each ef the 

different orders of a drainage net tends to approximate closely 

to a geometric series which are inverse for stream numbers of 

different orders & direct for the stream lengths (law of stream 

number & law of stream length). H3 also found a close relation

ship between the gradient of a stream network & its order Uaw 

Of stream gradient) in a geometrical progression vmich has been 
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established by Chorley (1957) drawing example from EXmoor, 
Pensylvania & Alabama. Furthermore Schumm (1956) developed a 

close relationship bet\.,een the area & respective order of a 
stream net (law of basin area) toll O\"Jed by Horton who inferred 

that the mean drainage basin area of progressively higher order 
should increase in a geometric sequence, as do stream lengths. 

The basin relief is also in the same way related with order in 

a geometric: sequence as established by Morisawa (1962) (in law 

of basin relief). Apart from such geometric relationships of 

order-number, order-length, order-area, order-slope & ~der 
-relief, the bifurcation ration (Rb) - .a ratio Of number of 

segments o£ a given order N to the number of segmeats of the 
u N 

higher order N + 1,(Rb = N ~ 1) has got high geomorphic 
u u 

significance as a property of drainage composition since it 
explc:dns the degree of disse.ction, the influence of geological 
structure & grossly the nature of discharge of a basin net work. 

Similarly length ratio 
Lu 

(Rli· .. = --...--.-), area ratio (Ra = 
'L -1 

s u H 
slope ratio (Rs = -8 ~I ) & relief ratio (Rr = 

u 

also important elements of drainage composition. 

u - ) 
H +1 

u 

A. 
_....-u;;_). 

:A -1 u 

are 

The study of such various properties of drainage network 
ccmposition for the Rakti Basin under study has been carried cut 

with the help of the measured & calculated values of the afore
said variables of drainage net in the table II.l. 

It should be noted in this connection that the dete.rmina
tion of the different orders of the Rakti River net work has been 

done on the basis of strahler' s (195 2) method of stream ordering 
system (Fig.II.1} where first order streams are those which have 

no tributary, wnen two first order streams join together they 

increase the order into one unit higher, when two seccnd order 
streams join each other they form third order & so an. If a 

first order stream enters second order stream there will be no 
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Table II.l 

The orders &_£esee~~~_E.2Sle ;e2_ramet ers --~-~-- -------------
Stream Nwnber Mean length Mean Mean Mean basin 
orders of Gf streams slope of basin. relief (mt) 

streams ,£in ~) streams area ~ 
N L (mtjsq (sg, .. km) 

\1 u km)_ A 
s \1 

u --- ---
First 
0rder (1) 151.00 o. 65 456.40 0.26 296.67 

Second 
order (2) 33.00 1.01 232.67 1 •. 21 531.67 

Third 
order (3) 8.00 1.71 112.41 3.50 723.89 

Fourth 
order (4) 3.00 7.58 40.00 17.23 1027.22 

·Fifth 
order (5) 1.00 8.00 7. 25 65.00 1085.22 

-------~--------~-----------~-------~------

change in second order stream. An iacrease in stream order 

will only occur when two streams of like order join each other. 

On the basis of the log values of the above table the 

stream number, length (mean & cumulative length), slope, area & 

relief have been plotted against the respective orders of the 

Rakti drainage net work in the Fig.II.2. 

I. ~£_§ Stre~ Number Relatio~hiE 

It is found from the Fig. II. 2a that the total stream 

number (N ) of the respective orders of the Rakti River forms 
u 

a good inverse geometric series, the r 2 (coefficient of deter-

mination) = 0.99136 of which indicates that the stream numbers 

& the respective orders are related in a geometric progression 

with a validity of 99.14%. 
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Table II.2 
Orders & s.tream numbers - -----------------""'-

Order 
u 

Total 
stream no. 

N 
u 

Bifurcation 
ratio 

't_~ &o· 

Log of total 
stream numbers 
Log N u 

-----------------------------------------------------
First order (1) 151.00 4.58 2.1790 

Second order (2) 33 .oo 4.13 1.5185 

Third order (3) s.oo 2. 66 0. 9031 

Fourth order (4) 3.00 3.00 0.4771 

Fifth order (5) 1.oo o.oooo 

I• 

--------- -......-----------------
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The study of the bifurcation ratio Table II.2 reveals that 

the ratio does not tend to remain constant from one order to 
the next.. 'Ihere are just 4.58 times as many first order seg
ments as second order, 4.13 times as many second order segments 
as third order, 2.66 times ~s many thirq order segments as 
fourth order & 3 times as many fourth order segments as fifth 

order. Unlike the theoretical approach as inferred by Horton 
(1945) the bifurcation ratio can not be precisely same from one 

order to the next, it exhibits an apparent variation because of 
the chance variation ia watershed geometry, however an average 

of these four Rb as calculated {from the antilog of the regre
ssion co-efficient b) 3.49 for the Rakti Basin is an ideal 
representative value of the whole series {strahlar 1960, 1964). 

Thus finally from the above observation it becomes clear 

that the logarithm of stream number in relation to the stream 
order almost perfectly follows the Horton • s law of stream number 
which is an indication that the natural devel<Dpment of stream 

net work of the Basin under study is in a great way free from 
the effect of geological control (Horton 1945, 1970). The Rb 

ranging between 2. 66 and 4. 58 indicates that the range of varia
tion in bifurcation ratio for the Rakti Basin is small & the 
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range values are more c:>r less confonned with the range values 

3 to 5 generally observed in a natural stream system of hano
genous bed rock where geolc:>gical structure has a very little 

influence on the distortion of drainage pattern (strahler 1960, 
1964, Chorley (1969) in-the ~asin). Thus it can be eXplained 
that the drainage pattern of\ the. Basin is nondistorted cne having 

mainly dendritic type of enbranching system. The mean Rb of the 
Basin under study indicates that the Rakti River Basin as a whole 

is consisted of dissected topography since the ratio is high as 
3.49 & falls within values 3 & 4 which has been explained by 

Horton (1945, 70) as a common feature of dissected relief. The 
mean Rb (3.49) lying below 4 also further indicate that the 
nature of the flood discharge of the Basin has an affinity to

wards sharp peakedness in flow (Strahler 1964). 

The logarithm of mean stream length of each order reveals 
(in Fig. II 2b) that the relation between the stream length & the 

respective order of the drainage net work of Rakti Basin is not 

as unique as order-number relationship from the view point of 

geometric prQCJression. ':fue r 2 being o. 92749 indicate that the 

mean stream length is related with the respective orders at only 
.J 

92.75% geometric progression. It is seen in th~ same figure 

that the fifth order mean stream length has dispersed in a cer
tain way from the regression~~ line. Such dispersion may be 

attributed as an outcome of Strahler•s system o.f stream order
ing (Morisawa-1968). However the cumulative stream.J.ength & 

' . 

the respective order shows a perfect geometric sequence 
(Fi§.II.2c) in their relationship since the r 2 being· 0.99082 
proves the-validity of length-order relationship at 99.08% 
geometric progression. 

'!he length ratio (Rl) (in Table Ile 3) is seen to exhibit 

variation from one order to-another like Rb with a mean R1 of 
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Table II.3 

Orders & ~tream~gths -------- .,.._,_--~ --
stream Mean Cumulative Log mean Log cumula- Length 
order stream mean stre- stream tive mean ratio 

length am length length stream 
(i£ km) (in_km) (in "!s!n) length (in 

L KL Log L km) Pl. u u· u 
LogKLu _ .....,.. ___ _ _.,.._ __ 

First 
order (1) 0.65 0.65 -0.1871 -0.1871 

1.55 
Second 
order (2) o.o1 1.66 0 .o 043 0.2201 

1.69 
Third 
order {3) 1.71 3.37 0.2330 0.5276 

4.43 
Fourth 
order (4) 7.58 10.95 0.8797 1.0394 

1.06 
Fifth 
order (5) 8.00 18.95 0.9031 1.2776 

---- ---
2.02 (obtained from antilog value of 1 b 1

) which is the constant 

ratio of the stream length of the whole series. 

From the above observation it can be ultimately inferred 

that for the Rakt i Basin under study the Hortons law of stream 

length is also greatly maintained like the law of stream number. 

The validity of both the laws prove that there is a distinct 
geometrical similarity among the basins of different orders 

i.e., to say that the first order basins are geometrically 

similar with the second order basin, the second order basin with 

third order basin & so on. The validity of the law of stream 

length furthermore proves that the Basin under study has under

gone through its natural co~se of development where geological 

structure has ·ex~rted·. very little influence upon its sha:pe & 

geometry (strahl er 1964) • 
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The mean stream gradient of each of the orders of the 

drainage system of the Basin under study also exhibits a fairly 

good relationship (in Fig.II.2d) although not absolute linearity 

in the geometric sequence. '!he r 2 of the correlaticn being 

0.95508 proves that the geometric progression is 95.81% signi

ficant. 

Table II.4 

Q.£9!:rs & s~~-9:£§~...:!:.~ 
----------------------------------------------------------

stream Mean stream 
order gradient in 

u mt/ki],. 
s u 

----
First 
order (1) 456.40 

Second 
order (2) 232.67 

Third 
order (3) .112.41 

Fourth 
order (4) 40.00 

Fifth 
order (5) 07.25 

Log of Mean 
stre.sm gradient 
Log S u 

---
2.6593 

2.3667 

2.0508 

1.6021 

0.8603 

Slope ratio 
~a 

·-------

1. 96 

2.07 

2.81 

5.52 

------------------~---------~~------~----------------

The slope ratio R$, like RP & Rl is not constant for. all the 
' ' 

·orders, it varies from order to order (in Table II.4) due to the 

variation o~ resistant rock beneath the stream channels, however 
the mean. R§ (frcrn antilog of 'b1 ) has been calculated to be 2. 73 

" 
which is the constant slope ratio of the whole series. 

Thus the order-slope relationship of the Rakti River Basin 

also prove the validity of the law of stream gradient inferred 
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cmd proved by Horton (1945), Chorley .(1957) & Morrisawa (1962). 
Such approximately linear relationship between stream gradient 
& the respective order, thus, finally proves that the_Basin 

under study is greatly devoid of strong geological inhomogen-eity 
{Shrahler 1964). The validity of the law of stream gradient 

further establishes the qualitative validity of 'playfair's Law• 

as seen in the Basin under study that the streams have a nice 
adjustment to their declivities (slope) (strahler 1960). 

A composite profile of the mean stream slope of different 

orders has also been drawn 'in Fig. II. 3a) which exhibits an 

upwardly concave & progressively flat slope profile in the do\~ 
stream, generally obse.rved in a normally developed stream net 

work attaining towards a state of • grade' in drainage develop

ment. 

The mean basin area & the respective order of the stream 
of Rakti Basin also reveals a strong relationship, through the 
progressive increase of mean area with the increase of respec
tive orders in a geometric sequence (Fig.II.2e). The r 2 of the 

regression has been calculated to be Oe99724 which accounts 
99.72% validity in the geometric progression between basin areas 
& respective orders. 

T.he area ratio Ha also does not remain constant from one 
order to the next like the other ratios, however the mean Ra 

. '' 
having a value of 3.93 has been calculated (from regression 

coefficient 'b') as the cons·tant area ratio·of the Whole series. 

The order-mean area relationship of the Basin being conform

ed with the law of basin area (Horton 1945, Schumm 19~6) strongly 
propose that there has been a progressive areal expansion of the 

Basin under study with the advancement of time, since the 
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Table II.5 

Orders & basin areas 
------~--._.... __ _ __ ... __ - ·--... --------~-

________________ ..._.. __ . ...._ 

Stream order 

First order (1) 

Second order (2) 

Third order (3) 

Fourth order (4) 

Fifth order (5) 

Mean basin 
area in 
sq.~. 

A u 

0.26 

1.21 

3.50 

17.23 

65.00 

Log of mean 
basi~ area 
Log Au 

-0.5850 

0.0828 

o. 5441 

1.2363 

1.8129 

Area ratio 
Ra 

4.65 

2.89 

4.92 

3.77 

28 

increase of order of a particular basin is reciprocally related 
with the time factor. Thus the order~area relationship of the 
Basin does not show any deviation from the normal process of 

basin•s development. 

Like other relationships the basin relief i.e., the mean 
relative relief of the basins of different orders is to a 

considerable extent related with the respective orders 
{Fig.II.2f) to form 92.99% geometric sequence since ·r~ of the 

correlation coefficient is 0.92985. 

The relief ratio R~ {in Table II.6) also exhibits variation . -
from order to order with a constant mean ratio of 1.38 for the 
whole series. 

Thus t:he order-basin relief relationship of the Basin being 
incorporated with the law of basin relief (to a considerable 

extent) developed by Morisawa (1962) proves that there has been 
progressive decrease of relief with the increase of order 



Table II.6 

Orders & basin reliefs 
---...----- - w --------·-----w------------------------------------------------

Stream order Mean basin 
relief in 
mt 

Log of mean 
basin 
relief 
Log Et 

Relief 
ratio 

R;'P _________ __._.,.._ ____________ ,_~~--
First order (1) 296.67 2.4723 

1.79 
Second order (2) 531.67 2.7256 

1.36 
Third order (3) 723.89 2.8597 

1.42 
Fourth order (4) 1027.22 3.0117 

1.06 
Fifth order {5) 1085.22 3.0355 _ _....._. __________ ,_,__ .. _._ -- ----- --

29 

discarding the geological influence of the.natural process of 

drainage development. 

It is very interesting to note that like the different laws 

of drainage composition the area & the stream length of the 
Basin under study are very strongly related in a direct geometric 
sequence when the mean basin areas of different orders are:· 
plotted against cumulative mean stream lengths in Fig.II.3b ~rom 

Table II. 7. The r 2 0£ the correlation coefficient being 0 .99'464 
clearly exhibits 99.41% of geometric progression in relationship 

& strongly proves the law of allcmetric growth (strahler 1960). 

According to this law in every natural process of development 
either in man or animal or of a stream the development of the 

every limb is proportionate to other limbs. The linear relation
ship between area & stream length of different orders of the 

Basin under study reveals that the Basin has contributed the 

required amount of area for the development of a specific length 

of channel. 'lhe constant of channel maintenance of the whole 

Bas'in has also been calculated which depicts that on an average 
377.7 sq.mt. of land (from antilog of regression coefficient 1 b 1 ) 
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Table II. 7 

Basin ~-28~~~~.J1~.J:.~~ect of ~~ 
-------~------------------------ . . -

Order Mean basin2 Log of mean 
area in Mt basi£ area 

A Log Au . u 

---- -
First 
order '1) 260000. oo 5.4150 

Second 
order (2) 121oooo. oo 6.0828 

Third 
order (3) 3500000.00 6.5441 

Fourth 
order (4) 17230000.00 7.2363 

Fifth 
order (5) 65000000.00 7.8129 

-- ___ WQJ. ______ 

CUmulative 
mean stre
am length 
in Mt. 

KLU 

650.00 

1660.00 

3370.00 

10950 .oo 

18950.00 

Log of 
cumulative 
mean stream 
length 
Log KLU 

--·- --
2.8129 

3.2201 

3.5276 

4.0394 

4. 2776 

----
area is required for the development of 1 mt. of channel in the 

Rakti River Basin. 

Summing up the findings of all the above drainage net work 

compositions the follO'i;'ling conclusions may be drawn. 

1. The validity of the laws of drainage cexnpositions states 

that the branches of the streams of the Rakti Basin run in 

valleys proportioned to their sizes & they have an ideal slope 

adjustment to prove that their development is greatly natural 

irrespective of geological i.e., structural influences an Which 

they fl0\'17. 

2. The Basin is marked by nondistortion of drainage pattern 

because of the less impact of geological·structure on the 

drainage development. Had geology exerted influence on the 

growth of drainage net work, the pattern of drainage would not 

have been dominating dendritic one all over the area o.E the 



Basin which indicates that the Basin is mainly marked by 

homogeneous lithology. 
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3. . The drainage development has by & large given rise- a 

dissected type of relief on the Basin area since the mean 
bifurcation ratio {Rb) corresponds to higher value as discussed 

earlier. 

4. 'lhe development of Basin geometry has followed the law aE 

allanetric growth. 

The quantitative estimation of the magnitude of land fo.nn 

variation, its shape & dimention as well as the phase o.E its 

development, has been carried out by means of different mC:>rpha

metric techniques & their empirical & correlation analysis, for 
the Basin under ~tudy. 

Before going to the detailed discussion the investigator 
feels it very important to bring the attention to the fact that 
the :sasin under study is consisted of both the plain & hill 
topography & such highly contrasting topographic features in a 

single Basin area ca~ naturally be the misleading criteria in 
the correct explanation of the areal distribution as well as 
frequency analysis of the different categories Of various 

morphometric attributes unless they are considered as two sepa
rate units. The study of normal-distribution of the frequency 

of different categeries or class groups of the morphometric 
attributes also statistically suppo+t the above fact which has 
been explained as follows. 

It can be mentioned that the no.tmali ty of data for the 

eight morphometric properties (such as slope, relative relief, 
drainage-density, drainage frequency, source head density, 

confluence point density, dissection index & roughness index) 
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of the Rakti Basin has been tested by plotting the class mid 

values of the above morphometric components against their 

relative cumulative frequencies an the arithmetic probability 

paper in Fig.II.4. This probability paper is so specially 

rulled that, if a normal distribution is present in any morpho

metric attribute the plotted points will. form a straight line 

on the graph (Doornkarnp & King 1971) • 

It is found from the Fig .. II. 4 that nooe of the above 
morphometric properties (as plotted oa the basis of the class 

mid values against the relative cumulative frequencies from 

Table II.8) has farmed a straight line which is,~ indication 
that their relative cumulative frequencies are obviously not 

normally distri:buted. It is found on each of the graphs that 
the plotted points have shown a distinct break of line in the 

distribution which saggests that the data for each of the 
morphometric properties has been drawn from two different popu
lations. Had the data.been drawn from a single population the 

plotted points would have positively formed a straight line for 
each of the morphometric attributes'" In the Basin under study 

such difference of population in data distribution can be 
explained as a result of the unequal physiographic set up 

consisting of hill & plain {Door.nkamp & King 1971). The point 

,i.e., the class mid value) at which the straight line has 

broken is the limiting point between the hill & plain topography, 

as also observed When class mid values of the broken points 
falling under various category zones of the morphometric maps 

are compared with the boundary line of plain & hill areas 
(Fig.II.S) of the Basin under study. The individNal descriptiQO 
of such study for each morphometric attribute has been put 
forward separately in detail in the proceeding sub sections. 
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Table u.e · 
Different morph0111etric attribJtes with their various categorie.s, mid value of the categories & relative cumu-
Iative lre~encies ----- -----

------ X ·l Average Slope X Relative Relief X 
Slope Mid Relative Relative Mid Relative 
Catego- Value Cumulative Relief Value CUmulative 
ry Frequency category Frequency 

----
(50 2.25 42.86% ( 100 mt 50 mt 49. 45" 

5-10° 7.50 51.65% 100-200 mt 150 mt 57.14" 

10-15° 12.50 58.24% 200-300 mt 250 mt 67.03-' 

15-20° 17.50 73.63" 300-400 mt 350.mt 83.52" 

20-25° 22.50 92.31% 400-500 mt 450 mt 94.51% 

> 25° 26.50 96. 92" > 500 mt 550 mt 100.00" ---
Source Density Confluence Density 

Source Mid Relative Coofluence Mid Relative 
.Den- Value Olmulative Density 1/al.ue. Olmulati ve 
sit~ ca-
teg ry 

Frequency Category Frequency 

-
( 2 1.00 58.24" (2 1.oo 69.23% 

2-4 3 .oo 79.12"' 2-4 3.00 86.81% 

4-6 s.oo 96.70% 4-6 5 .oo 94.51% 

> 6 7.00 100.00% 6-8 7.00 98. 90% 

) 8 9·.oo 100.00% 

Drainage Density -
Draina- Mid Relative 
ge Den- Value Cumula-
sity tive 
cat ego.. Frequen-
ry cy 

< 1 >em 0 .so >em 25.27% 

1-2 km 1.50 km 53.85% 

2-3 >em 2.50 >em 82.42% 

3-4 krn 3.50 km 92.30% 

4-5 >em 4.50 Jan 98.90% 

> 5 km 5.25 Jan 99.45% -
Dissection Densit·y 

Dis sec- Mid Reiatlve 
tioo In- Value Olmula-
dex Cat- tive Fr-
egory equency 

< o.1 o.os 35 .16" 

0.1-0.2 0.15 49.45% 

0.2-0.3 o.zs 64.84% 

0.3-0.4 0.35 81.32" 

0.4-0.5 o. 45 95.60% 

> o.s 0.52 97.36% 

l 
X 

----
Drainage Frequency 

Drain- Mid Relative 
age Value. Cumulative 
Frequ- Frequency 
ency 
Cate-
gory 

< 2 1.oo 31.87% 

2- 4 3.00 48.35% 

4- 6 s.oo 72.53" 

6- 8 7.00 92.31% 

8-1o 9.00 97.30" 

> 10 11.00 100.00" ------
Roughness Index 

Roughlle-
ss Index 
Cat egO-
r:l -< 15 7.5 45.05% 

15-30 22 .s 52. 75" 

30-45 37.5 65.93% 

45-60 52.5 87.91% 

> 60 67.00 99.19% 

------

VJ 
VJ, 
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Slope, which is conventionally known as the angular incli- ,._ 

nation between different elevations, is a very important 

morphometric property since ft explains the stage of development 

of ~ particular landscape. 

Various procedures of slope analysis based on contours of 

topographical maps have been evolved by a number of prominent 

geomorphologists. The present investigator, however, has. choosen 
Wentworth's (1930) method of slope determination which is very 
useful for explaining the spatial distribution of average slope 
of a particular area. The ccmputation of average slope has been bas

edon 2 em grj.d~ area instead of Wentworth •s grid based on the 

British system & ultimately the formula has been adopted as 
follows : 

Tangent values of angular slope (in degree) are 

en x c1 
Tan e = --~~---

wk 

Where, en = average number of contour crossing per unit 
grid. 

c. = Contour interval in meters. 
~ 

Wk = Wentworth • s constant (636. 6). 

i. ~age Slope f~~ 

On the basis of the above method six distinct classes of 
average slope having different range values have been found in 

the Rakti Basin (Fig.II.6). All these different classes have 
been denoted by different ·codes in Table II.9. 



Table II.9 

~~~_£StegS?f.!.~~erage slo~ 

-------------·--------- ----------
Sl.No. 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

v 
VI 

Name of Slope 
Categories ----------
LOW 
Moderately LCJtl 

Moderate 

Moderately steep 

Steep 

Very Steep --

Degree Range 

Below 5 

5 - 10 
10 15 

15 - 20 

20 - 25 
Above 25 

ii. §patia~~~~tiGO of Average Sl~~~ 

Code 

--
(L) 

(ML) 

(M) 

(MS) 

(S) 

(VS) 
--

Various slope categories which are distributed over the 

Rakti Basin {Fig.II.6) are as follows : 
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I. ~~ope c.s.£~ory_Jf!L having value below 5° is distri

buted over a large portion of the plaia area on the south of the 
Basin under study. 

II. ~~~~-low slope cates2~ (ML) having range values 

from 5° to 10 ° is distributed over the northern part of the 

plain almost occupying the remaining plain portion of the Basin 

under study. 

III. Moderate slope ~g:ory_..i!:Q. having values ranging 

from 10° to 15° mostly passes through the lower portion of the 

foot hill area in east-west'IITard direction. A little portiom. of 

this category also touches the northern rolling plain. 

IV. ~erately ste:,p slope categou..J~ from 15 ° to 20° 

encroaches the foot hill portion as well as the northern hill 

portion of the Basin area. This zone is also distributed east 

-westward. A little portion of this category also occurs on 
the top of the Basin. 
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v. ~E...&~~egofl_ (S) having values ranging fran 

20° to 25° occupies most of the-northern hill tract extending 

east-westward in the Basin under study. 

VI. Very~teep sl0~...£2,tegorx: (VSl. having value above 25 
0 

occurs in two patches with-in the steep category, one on the 

westem boundary of the basin & another on the central portion 

of the steep slope zone. 

iii. Area-Slop~~alys~ 

Table II.10 gives the different slope categories for the 

Rakti Basin along with the general nature of gradient & the 

proportion of the area c01rered by each slope category & its 

percentage. 

Table II.10 

E!lli~E! sl~~tegs=!!:~..!!llh respect~--2£~~ 
-~-------------------
Slope in Area in Area in % Cumulative Cumulative area in 
degree sq.km. area\Tt sq. K'JY\· % 

---- ------ ---
Below 5 24.06 37.01 24.06 37.01 

5-10 9.75 15.00 33.81 52.01 

10-15 4.62 7.11 38.43 59.12 

15-20 11.19 17.22 49.62 76.34 

20-25 12.41 19.09 62.03 95.43 

Above 25 2.97 4.57 65.00 100.00 

-----------~------------------

. Table II.10 apparently reveals that the maximum area of 

24.06 sq. krn. of the· Basin falls under the low slope category (L) 

i.e., below 5° while the steep slope category of 20°-25°£s) 

accounts only 12.41 sq.krn. The. highest slope category i.e., 

above 25 ° (VS) gets the minimJJIIl area of 2. 97 sq.krn. Other slope 

categories like 5°-10° (ML), 10°-15°(M) & 15°-20°(MS)are limited 

to 9.75, 4.62 & 11.19 sq.km. respectively. 

.. 
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But from the viewpoint of physiographic set up of the Basin 

under study where a vast portion of the Basin area is consisted 

of gently slopping alluvial plain just below the lofty hill 

tract, the above apparent areal distribution of different slope 
categories can not properly explain the extent of variation of 
landfonn contrasts, unless the follo\'ring fact is considered. 

-It has been already mentioned that the frequency distribu
tion of the above slope classes is not statistically normal since 

0 0 0 the mid value 12.5 of the 10 -15 slope class (M) (Fig. II.4a) 
has depicted a sharp break in straight line formation in the 

arithmatic probability paper which is a clear indicatian'that 

the slope groups above 12.5° mid value, distributed over hill 
region in the Basin, are belonged to a separate population data 

from the slope groups below the said mid value. Since the slope 

categories below & above 12.5° mid value are thus belonged to 

two different popUlations their nature of spatial distribution 

shculd also be different, so the areal coverage of 24~06 sq.km. 

by low i.e., below 5° slope group on the plain area can be said 

as a misleading criterion if it is compared with the higher 

slope groups distributed over the hill portion of the Basin. 

Therefore, the analysis of the slope classes for both the plain 
& hill areas of the Basin under study should be done separately. 

On the basis of the above consideration it is observed that 
the largest portion of the hilly tract of the Basin under study 

Aas falls under moderately steep to steep slope categories 
{i.e., 15°-20° & 20°-25° respectively) which~ combinedly 

account( 23.6 sq.km out of the 30.12 sq.km. of the hill tract 
of the Basin. In respect of the total Basin area, more than one 

third portion domes under these two categories where nearly half 

of the Basin area belongs to the hill portion. Moreover among 
the moderately steep to steep slope classes the maximum area of 

12.41 sq.km. fies i$ occupied by (S) i.e., 20°-25° slope cate
gory. Again the encroachment of 10.81 sq.km. by moderately 
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steep slope category of 15°-20° group is also remarkable. 

Therefore, it can be attributed that the inclination of the Basin 

is no doubt steep all over the hilly portion which explains that 

the river of the Basin area are in the active phase of erosional. 
development in the Basin under study. 

The frequency analysis of the different slope categories 

like the areal distribution of different slope ~ groups, also 

aparently exhibit(in Tableii.11)that the maximum percentage of 
frequency (i.e., 42.86) is contributed by the lowest slope cate

QO~y i.e., below 5° (L) of the Basin under study (because of the 
same reasons explained above) which can also be considered as a 

Table II.11 

~~f_ent slo~~esories~~sEectiv~~~~~ -- --
Slope in Frequency Percentage Cumulative Cumulative % 
degree frequency frequency frequency -------- w- --- w-- ---
Below 5 39 42.86 39 42.86 
1-10 08 8.79 47 51.65 

10-15 06 06.59 53 58.24 
15-20 14 15.39 67 73.63 
20-25 17 18.68 84 92.31 
Above 25 07 07.69 91 100.00 

-------... --- ------- ---
misleading criterio~for the proper explanation of the slope con
figuration of the Basin. The geological set up of the Basin also 

proves the same. From the observation of geology of the Basin it 
becomes aparent that a vast rolling plain over the southern por

tion of the Basin area has been entirely formed by alluvium of 
the recent geologic time which must be differed in regard to its 

slope distribution from the northern hill portion of the Basin 
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being composed of various geological formations like Nahan group, 

Damuda series, Darjeeling series & Darjeeling gneiss. 

T.hus if the hill portion is counted separately it will be 

observed that both the moderately steep & steep slope categories 
together contribute the highest frequency (i.e., 31) to the hill 

portion of the Basin where the total slope frequency of diffe
rent slope .classes of the hill area is 39. In respect of total 

Basin areathe percentage of above combined frequency accounts 
34.07 per cent i.e., one third of the whole Basin where the hill 

portion is nearly one half of the total Basin area. Moreover 

the frequency of steep slope category i.e., 20°-25° being maximum 
i.e., 17 also helps to explain that steep slope is dominant over 

the hill portion on the Basin area. 'Ihus on the basi13 of the 
above findings ultimately the following conclusions may be drawn : 

1. Like the areal distribution, the frequency of slope catego
ries also suggests that the rivers of the Rakti Basin. being 

vigorous in downcutting has given rise the steeply inclined land 
surface over the hill portion which clearly supports that the 

landform is somewhere in its youthful stage. 

2. T.he rivers being compelled to loose their velocities 

{resulted from abrupt fall of slope) after debouching over the 
plain area have started lateral erosion with a deposition of 

huze amount of detritus carried down from the up stream & conse
quently given rise braided channel pattern in the lower stream 
course. Such abrupt change in the behaviour of river over the 

plain area of the Basin can, therefore, be explained as a result 
of physiographic change stemmed from geological reason (as 

explained above). The resultant topographic plain is in no way 
related with the stage of fluvial developmeat of the rivers. 
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II. Relative Relief --------
Relative relief (Smith 1935, Hammond 1958) which is also 

termed as amplitude of available relief or local relief, is an 

important marphQ'Tietric property to express the actual variation 

of altitude in an unit area with respect to its local base level. 

Relative relief has a close association with slope, it is more 

expressive about the localized variation of the magnitude of 
landform & also useful in understanding morphogenesis. 

The determination of relative relief has been based on the 

maximum height differences in each 2 em. square grid area of the 

Basin under study. Ultimately isopleths have been drawn by join
in<g the mid points of the grids of equal value to show varying 

amplit~de of relief over the Rakti Basin. 

Six relative relief categories having different values are 
found for the Rakti Basin area (Fig.II.7). 'Jhese categories have 

been denoted by different codes as mentioned in the Table II.12. 

Table II.12 

Different catesor~s of rel~~~~ 

-----~==========:==========~ Sl.No. Name of Relative Relief 
Categories 

Range Meters 

___ , __ 
Code 

~------------,-------------------~----------------------
I r..ow 

II Moderately 
III Moderate 

IV Moderately 

v High 
VI Very High 

Lav 

High 

Below 100 

100-200 
200-300 
300-400 

400-500 
Above 500 

(L) 

{ML) 

(M) 

(MH) 

{H) 

(VH) 

----~------------------------------------------------------------
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The spatial distribution of six relative relief categories 
over the Basin under study {Fig. II. 7) are as follows : 

I. ~~~ive relief (~ having value below 100 mt occupies 
the highest portion of the southern gently slopping plain area 

of the Basin under study. 

II. Moderalli:L,low_r_lliti~~ill (.ML) i.e., 100 to 200 mt. 

occurs in a narrow strip extending east west-ward just above the 
low relative relief zone over the northern portion of the plain 

area of the Basin under study. 

III. t!2,derat~lative relief..J.& i.e., 200 to 300 mt is exten

ded mainly along the foot hill area of the Basin in east-westward 
direction. This zone is also found to be confined in a narrow 

strip over the extreme northern part of the plain area of the 
Basin having relatively steep inclination. A very little portion 

of this relief group is also found at the centre of moderately 
high relative relief. 

IV. Moderat~l.z high~~ive r~~jMH) having range values 
fran 300 to 400 mt is fouad in two distinct zones, one is along 

the southern :hill region of the Basin covering an wide area 
east-westward. Another is recognised on the top north western 
portion of the hill tract just above the high relative relief 

category. 

v. High relative relief (til having range values from 400 to 
500 mt is extended east-westward having nearly a triangular shape 
in between the two zones of moderately high relative relief 

explained above. 

VI. Very_high ~gtive_£~f_JVH) i.e., above 500 mt occurs in 
a small area on the north eastern hill portion of the Basin with
in the zone 0f high relative relief. 
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Table II.13 explains that in the plaia area of the Basin 

under study the highest portion is occupied by low relative 

relief (L) having an area of 27. 77 sq. km. The rest portion of 

the plain area is covered mainly by moderately low relief cate

gory (i.e .. , 5. 50 sq. km) • 

Table II.13 

~ferent relative reg~ categori~with r~~me are~ 

Relative 
Relief in 
meter 

Area in 
sq.km. 

Area in 
% 

Cumulative 
area sq. K'M. 

----------------
Cumulative 
area in % 

-~--~-~-----------------------· ---
Below 100 

100-200 
200-300 

300-400 
400-500 
Above 500 

27.77 

5.50 
5.00 

15.80 
8. 75 
2.18 

42.72 

8.46 
7.69 

24.31 
13.46 

3.36 

--------------------------

27.77 42.72 

33.27 51.18 

38.27 58.88 

54.07 83.18 
62.82 96.65 
65.00 100.00 ------- ---

The normal distribution of the relative cumulative frequencies 

(Fig.II.4b) explain that the relative relief groups of the hill 
portion of the Basin starts above the mid value 250 mt of the 

moderate category (i.e., 200-300 mt.) since the midvalue of 

this category has shown break of straight line in the pr~bability 

paper. 'lhe demarcation boundary line between the plain & the 

hill portions of the Basin also proves the same. Thus on the 

basis of the above view it becomes clear that moderately high 

relative relief group (i.e., 300-400) occupies the maximum area 
(15.80 sq.km) of the hill portion. 'Ihe high relative relief 

group (400 to 500 mt) acquires the next place by encroaching 8. 75 
sq.km of the hill portion. The both moderately high & high 

relative relief groups altogether contribute the lions share of 

the hill portion i.e., 24.55 sq.km. out of the total hill area 
of 30.12 sq.km. Thus the above observation reveals that the 
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amplitude of local available relief over the entire hill portion 

is considerably high. 'lhe frequency analysis of different 

relief categories can be mace helpful for such explanation as 

foil.ows. 

The frequency distribution of the relative relief catego

ries (in Table II.14) explain that 49.45% of frequency is contri

buted by the low relative relief category i.e., below 100 mt. 

over the plain topography. 'rhus the highest portion of the plain 

depicts very little amplitude of local relief. In the hill 

portion both the moderately high (300-400 mt) & high (400-500 mt) 

Table II.14 

~ll:S~'L£~lative r~J:_~_sategg£~-~~~~~Sill~£~~~~§. 
Relative Relief Frequency Percentage CUmulative CUmulative 
in meter of Frequa11.cy percentage 

--------
Below 100 45 

100-200 07 

200-300 09 

300-400 15 

400-500 10 

Above 500 05 

Frequency of frequengy -------------------~ 
49.45 

7.69 

09.89 

16.48 

10.99 

05.50 

45 

52 

61 

76 

86 

91 

49.45 

57 .. 14 

67 .. 03 

83.51 

94.50 

100.00 

--~-~-----------------------

relative relief categories occupy the maximum frequency i.e., 

25 out of approximately 34 contributed by difterent categories 

in the hill region. In term of percentage 27.47% of frequency 

is thus, seen to be contributed by both the above categories where 

hill portion accounts only 37.36% of frequency of the total Basin 

area. More over the combined frequency of high (400-500 mt) & 

very high (above 500 mt) categories being 15, also depicts that 

the higher categories of relative relief contribute nearly half 
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of the frequency (44.12%) of the hill region which in combination 
with the above view explains that the entire hill portion of the 

Basin is associated with considerably high amplitude of relief. 

Thus from the above findings of the frequency distribution 

of the relative relief in conjunction with the areal analysis of 

different relief groups of the Basin the following conclusions 

may be drawn .. 

1. The occurrence of various relative relief categories ranging 

from moderate to very high over the hilly tract of the Basin 

under study clearly suggests that the entire hill region has been 

accompanied by different structural variations resulted from 
various geologic distt~rbances in association with selective weathering 

& mass wasting in the normal course of sculpturing process of the 
said region. Thus the morphostructural di varsity has become the 

prime criteria for the varied relief form over the entire hill 
region .. 

2. The dominance of the high amplitude of relative relief over 
the hill area indicates the high rise & fall between the local 

elevations. 

3. The highest portion of the plain area being occupied by low 

relative relief indicates the low magnitude of elevation diffe
rence. 

4. The high amplitude of relief over the hill portion also 
explains the possibility of high degree of valley side slopes 

{Melton 1958, Strahler 1964) in the river courses which corres
pondingly indicates that the rivers are associated with high 

intensity of erosion over the hill area. Thus it can be ultimate
ly said that the landferm of the hill region of the Basin is 

somewhere in the stage of youth in its cycle of erosion. 
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Drainage density, a morphometric parameter introduced into 

the American hydrologic literature by Horton (1945, 1970) is 

important indicator of the linear scale land-form elements of a 

topOCJraphy eroded by streams. 'Ihas drainage density explains 

quantitatively whether a particular land surface is well drained 
or poorly drained by the existing drainage system. It controlls 

the texture of landscape dissection. The intensity of surface 
run off and the rate of infiltration are greatly reflected by 

the degree of drainage density over a particular terrain. 
Drainage density is also useful because of the fact that the 
length of overland flow, a parameter which has a great impact 

upon the evolution of a drainage system, is approximately equal 
to half the reciprocal of drainage density. 

Drainage density can be defined as the length of streams 

per unit area of drainage basin & can be calculated by using the 

following_formula. 

L 
AF'"" 

Where L = Total length of streams. 

Ad = Area drained. 

The drainage density of the Rakti Basin has been determined on 

the basis of 2 em grid square area & finally isopleths of the 

equal values have been drawn to get the different class or cate

gory zones of drainage density for the area under stady. 

Six distinct categories of drainage density having different 
values have been found far the Rakti Basin (Fig. II. a). These six 
categories have been denoted by different codes in the 
Table II.15. 



Sl.No. 

Table II.15 

~~'L~<l9.£~s of drain~~m 

Name of Drainage 
Density Categories 

Range km. 
, ________________________ _ 
I LOW Below 1 

II Moderately Low 1 to 2 

-III Moderate 2 to 3 

IV MJderately High 3 to 4 

v High 4 to 5 

VI Very High .Above 5 

-----~----- -- ------------

Code 

L 

ML 

M 

MH 

H 

VH 
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The spatial distribution of the different drainage density 

zones of the Rakti Basin are as follows (Fig.II.8). 

I. ~~~Ja~e density z~e (Ll having value below 1 km 
occurs in three places of the Basin. One is on the southern 

p~tion of the plain area along the eastern boundary of the Basin. 

Another is extended north-southward in a narrow strip over the 

northern rolling plain. A very small -patch of this category 

occurs on the western boundary of the southern plain area of the 

Basin. 

II. ModerateJ:;L low dr~ag~ .~~~~2!!.e (ML) having values 

ranging from 1 to 2 km. occupies almost the rest of the plain 

portion of the Basin under study. A little portion of this 

category is also found on the north eastern hill tract of the 

Basin. 

III. ~29~~~~age dens_;ty~!:,_il& having values of 2 to 3 

km is distributed over a great portion of the hill tract of the 

Basin. · 'Ibis drainage density also occurs in the northern & 

central portion of rolling plain being confined in small area. 
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IV. Mode:s_~tely hi~~a,~e deg_~ty zone _{MH)_ having 3 to 4 

km occurs in four distinct places within the hill tract of the 

Basin, one is one the western foothill region within the mode

rate drainage density zone. Another over the north eastern 

corner of hill & foot hill tract in a triangular form, the other 
two patches occur on the north western hill & on the top of the 

Basia in the form of a ring & elongated narrow patch respective

ly. 

v. values from 4 to 
5 krn. mainly occurs on the north western corner of the Basin 

within the zone of moderately high drainage density. Another 
three small patches of this category are also found, two of them 
within the zone of moderately high categories on western foot 
hill region & other one is within the same category on the top 

of the Basin. 

VI.. y_ery_ high ~mi.!.2.<42..2~i t;y ~ above 5 km occupies a very 
small portion within the high drainage density·zone on the north 
western corner of the Basin. 

Table II.l6 exhibits that the maximum portion of the plain 

area (iee., 17.00 sq.km.) on the south of the Basin is occupied 

by moderately 1 ow drainage density · {ML). 'Ihe ari thmatic proba
bility graph Un Fig.II.4c) reveals that above 2.5-km. mid value 

of the moderate (i.e., 2 to 3 km~) class, the drainage density 
categories for the hill tract of the Basin take place. Thus it 

is found from the Fig.II.8 that a higher portion ·i.e., more 

than 2/3 area of the moderate drainage density(having 26.80 
sq.krn. (Table II.l6~ encroaches the maximum portion of the hill 

tract. The areal coverage of moderately high (MH) drainage 
density over the hill portion of the Basin is also very high 

i.e., 12.50 sq.km. Thus both the moderate & moderately high 



Table II.16 

Eti~9.t_draina~=._gens~ categor!~~~-re~£t.!,~are~ ----------
Drainage Area in Area in Cumulative Cumulative 
I?ensity in km. sq.km. % area in area in % 

sq.km. ---- ______ .._._.._ ______ .._ _____ 
Below 1 6.50 10.00 6.50 1o.oo 
1 2 17.00 26.15 23.50 36.15 
2 3 26.80 41.23 50.30 77.38 
3 4 12o50 19.23 62.80 96.62 

4 5 2.00 3.08 64.80 99.69 
Above 5 0.20 0.31 65.00 100.00 

--------------------- --------------------------
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drainage densities altGgether suggest that the hill portion of 

the Basin under study has been fairly well-drained by the stream 

network of the Basin. The frequency analysis of different cate

gories of drainage density can be more helpful for better expla

nation. 

Frequency analysis reveals that both the low & moderately 

lO\~ drainage densities contribute high percentages of frequency 

for the plain portion of the Basin under study i.e., 25.27 & 

28.57% respectively. The frequency analysis for the hill area 

of the Basin reveals that the moderate & moderately high drain

age densities altogether contribute nearly 29.67% frequency ~o 

the hill portion out of its total 37.36%. Moreover the contri

bution of 38. 24% i.e .. , more than one third of the total frequency 

(i.e., 34) by higher drainage density groups (i.e., moderately high, 

high & very high) over the hill portion of the Basin indicates 

that there has been a fairly soillld development o£ drainage over 

the hill region of the study area. 



Table II.17 

Diffe~ drain~~de~~_s~~ories with respectiv~ 
frequ~ies 

---
Drainage Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage 
density of Frequ- Frequency of cumula-
in km. ency tive 

frequency ----- ----
Below 1 23 25.27 23 25.27 

1 2 26 28.57 49 53.85 

2 3 26 28.57 75 82.42 

3 4 09 09.89 84 92.30 

4 5 06 06.59 90 98.90 

1\oove 5 01 01.11 91 100.00 

--- - ---- --- ------------
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Fran the above findings of the frequency analysis in asso

ciation with the areal distribution of drainage density the 

following conclusions may be drawn. 

1. The development of different drainage density zones of the 

basin are seen to have been consistently conformed with the 

spread of other morphometric variables & reflects the nature of 

variation of relief, soils, rocks with permiable or impermiable 

character, hill slope & structure etc. 

2 . 'Ihe drainage density distribution of the Basin under study 

also depicts a high association with climatic character of the 

Basin. Thus it is observed that the high amount of rainfall 

(as discussed in Chapter IV) has been accompanied by higher 

degree Of drainage density. 

3. The dcrninance of both the moderate & moderately high drain

age density over the hill portion explains the less infiltration

al effect & standard length of overland flow of the terrain for 

the hydrologic & physiographic development all over the hill 

area. 
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4 . 'Ihe highest drainage density on the north west earner of 

the Basin suggests the highest surface runoff occurrence. The 

occurrence of moderately high to very high drainage density on 

the north west as well as the high drainage density on the east 

& northeast also explains that the rate of surface runoff over 

these two areas are higher in amount than the central hill 

portion of the Basin. 

5 . Low value of drainage density over the plain area has been 

mostly associated with low relative relief below 100 mt. 'fue 

dominance of lower drainage density also explains lower magni

tude of surface runoff, high infiltrationrate, less effective 

overland floy.; & thus low rate of drainage evolution. 

I v. ~rain age Fregue~sz 

Drainage frequency like drainage density is also a measure 

of the dissection of a watershed . 'Ihe combined units of drain

age frequency & density are employed to discern the degree of 

fineness of texture of topography or drainage texture. 

~ainage or stream frequency can be defined as the number 

of channels per unit area, calculated by the following formula 

introduced by Horton (1945) . 

N 
Drainage frequency = "f!-

Where Ns = total number of streams . 

A = an unit area. 

'Ihe construction of drainage frequency map for the Rakti Basin 

has been done by counting the number of streams of each grid & 
then isopleths have been drawn. 
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i . Drain~e frequency ca~gorie~ 

Six distinct categories of drainage frequency zones having 

different values have been recognized for the Rakti Basin in 

Fig . II. 9 . All these categories have been denoted by different 

codes in Table I I. l8. 

Table II . l 8 

~erent ca~gor~of drainage_!~9:!:L~l 

------------------------------------------------------------
Sl . No . 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

v 
VI 

Name of Drainage 
Frequency Categories 

Range 

-------------------------------------
LOW Belovr 2 

Moderately LCM 2 4 

Moderate 4 6 

Moderately High 6 8 

High 8 - 10 

Very High Above 10 

Code 

L 

ML 

M 

MH 

H 

VH 

--------- ------

ii . ~patial_E~tfibutio~ of Drainage Fregue~y zones 

Fi g . II . 9 descri bes the spatial distribution of the zones 

of different drainage frequency categories as follows . 

I . Low drainage f~ency zone J.ll having value below 2 is 

distributed over the plain portion of the Basin in two distinct 

zones , one covers a great part of extreme southern plain & 
another in a~ elongated patch extending north-southward on the 

northern rolling plain area. 

II . M:>derat ely low drainage fr~ency~e (ML) with values 

ranging from 2 to 4 covers almost whole of the remaining plain 

area of the Basin under study. 

III . Moderate drainage_££~en~£~i~ with values ranging 

from 4 t o 6 occupies mainly the foot hill area of the basin 
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being confined within moderately 10\V" in the south & moderately 

high categories of drainage frequency on the north. 'Ihis cate

gory also occurs in a small patch on the north eastern boundary 

of higher hill area of the Basin . A little portion of this 

category also occupy the plain area as well . 

IV. ~~~:L_high drainag~_tteque!l_Sl~~ (.MH) having 6 to 8 

values occupies most of the remaining hill portion of the Basin 

area. 

v. ~~drainage fre~uencz (Ht with values ranging from 7 to 

10 originates in two distinct zones, one on the northwest corner 

of the Basin in a east - westwardly elongated patch & another in a 

small patch on the eastern boundary of the Basin within moderate

ly high drainage frequency zone . 

VI . Very hi~£ainag~~~ency Z£~(VH) having values above 

10 occurs in a small area in the north west corner of the Basin 

within high drainage frequency zone . 

It should be noted that the spatial distributioo of both 

the drainage density & drainage frequency are more or less simi

lar that is to say that the higher category zones of drainage 

frequency coincide with the higher zones of drainage density & 

lower categories of drainage frequency with the lower values of 

drain age density in the Basin under study. 

It is f o und from the Table 11 . 19 that the plain portion of 

the Basin is mainly occupied by low & moderately low categories 

of drainage frequency having areal coverage of 10 . 68 & 15 . 25 

sq. km . respectively . The occurrence of drainage frequency cate

gories for the hill portion of the basin to some extent violates 

the norm of statistical normal distribution as seen in Fia. II.4d. 
"' 

Fig . II . 4d has depicted the break point of the straight line in 

probability graph at the mid value 3 of 2 to 4 category (i . e. , 

moderately low (ML) ) but when compared with the plain & hill 

boundary of the Basin it is seen that the hill portion of the 
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Table II . 19 

~fferent drai~e frequen£L_£ate~£~~~:e,ecti ve __¥'~ 

Drainage 
Frequency 

Below 2 

2 4 

4 6 

6 8 

8 10 

Above 10 

Area in 
sq. km . 

' 10 . 68 

15 . 25 

14.38 

18.55 

4 . 94 

1 . 20 

Area in 
% 

16 . 43 

23 . 46 

22.12 

28 . 54 

7.60 

1 . 85 

Cumulative 
area in sq. km. 

Cumulative 
area in % 

--------·------------------
10 . 68 

25 . 93 

40.31 

58 . 86 

63 . 80 

65 . oo 

16 . 43 

39 . 89 

62.02 

90.55 

98.15 

100 . 00 

·-------------------------------------------------------
basin starts with one step hi gher category of drainage frequency 

group i . e ., moderate drainage frequency rather than with the 

moderately low category (i . e . , 2 to 4) of drainage frequency. 

It is because that the tendency of occurrence of high drainage 

frequency of the rivers of hill topography does not tend to 

diminish immediately after coming down an to the plain (from the 

steeply slopping hill terrain) since the tributary streams get 

scope to extend their courses further towards the plain by the 

effect of the velocity already gained from the steep slope or 

inclination of the hill area, bef ore joining the trunk stream. 

Thus many tributary streams of the Basin under study are seen to 

have joined their main stream coarses (i . e., Rakti , Rohini trunk 

streams) further downward after the hill has dropped onto the 

alluvial plain & thereby increased the drainage frequency on the 

northern portion of the plain area of the Basin. Therefore, the 

impact of hill an the occurence of drainage frequency campelles 

the break point of the straight line in normal distribution 

(Fig . II. 4d) to occur at the mid value of one unit lower category 

group (i . e . , 2 to 4) (ML) of drainage frequency to distingu ish 

the plain's population from the hill of the Basin. 

However, for the explanation of the areal distribution of 

the drainage frequency categories of the hill & plain areas, 
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ultimately the boundary line between the plain & hill of the 

basin has been accepted for more correct area-drainage frequency 

analysis of the Basin. 

It is found from the Table II . 1 7 that the maximum portion 

of the hill area i . e ., almost 18 . 55 sq . km . falls under moderately 

high drainage frequency . 'lne highest area of the hill topography 

is seen to be occupied by moderately high & high drainage fre

quenc~es which jointly con tribute 23 . 49 sq. km . out of 30 . 12 sq . km. 

of the total hill areas . The most of the portion of moderate 

category of drainage frequency also falls under hill area. Thus 

from the above analysi s it ~s quite clear that the whole hill 

portion of the Basin is domina.ted by cc:nsiderably high drainage 

frequency & thereby dissected relief with fine drainage texture. 

The frequency analysis of different drainage frequency categories 

also proves the same as fol l ows : 

iv. Frequency Analysis of Drainage_ff~~ncy Categories 

It is found from the table II . 20 that the low drainage 

frequency having values below 2 contributes very high percentage 

of frequency i . e . , 31.87 which is highest percentage of frequen

cy tor the plain area of the Basin also. For the hill port ion 

almost 19. 78'1o of frequency is contributed by moderately high 

category which is the maximum frequency among the different 

categories in the hill area . The percentage of frequency of 

moderate category is also observed very high which is approxi

mately 18 out of total 24 . 18 per cent. The combined frequency 

of both the moderately high & hi gh categories cont r ibute the high

est percentage i . e ., 25 . 27 in the hil l portion of the Basin area. 
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Table II. 20 

Diffe~t draina~f~equ~£Z._£ate5JOE_ies wit~soectiv~:tt_~en
cies 

---·--·---
Drainage 
Frequency 

Below 2 

2 4 

4 6 

6 8 

8 - 10 

Above 10 

Frequency 

29 

15 

22 

18 

05 

02 

---

--- ---------------
Percentage Cumulative Cumul<:~.tive 
Of frequency frequency percentage 

of frequency 
------- --

31 . 87 29 31 . 87 

16 . 48 44 48 . 35 

24 . 18 66 72.53 

19 . 78 84 92 . 31 

05 . 49 89 97.80 

02 . 20 91 1oo . oo 

----------~-----------

Thus on the basis of the above frequency analysis in combi

nation with the area-category analysis of drainage frequency the 

following conclusions may be drawn. 

1 . 'Ihe development of different drainage frequency zones of 

the Basin area are seen to have been consistiiiltly conformed with 

the spread of other morphometric variables & reflects the nature 

of variation of relief , soils , rocks with perrniable or imperrnia

ble character, hill slope , structures etc . like the drainage 

density zones . 

2 . The dominance of considerably high drainage frequency all 

over the hill portion of the Basin explains the pronounced dissec

tion over the hill area . 

3 . Like the drainage density the drainage frequency being well 

developed all over the hill tract suggests the fin e n e ss in drain

age texture . More over the occurrence of higher categories of 

drainage density & drainage frequency on the north western part 

as well as the north eastern & eastern part of hill area of the 

Basin clearly explains that the maximum drainage development & 

high drainage texture have taken place on these two area incan

parison to the central hill part of the Basin. 
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4. The degree of development of drainage frequency has a dis

-tinct parity with the drainage density of the Basin under study 

as explained above. 

s . The lower amount of slope & relative relief over the plain 

area causes low development of drainage frequency in the Basin 

under study. 

The growth of dra-inage basin is marked by growing number of 

stream channels which unite to form confluence points. The dis

tribution of source heads & confluence points express the phase 

of drainage evolution .& clearly depicts the nature of land & 
influence of structure. Thus the source head density & conflu

ence point density jointly known as Hydrographic net work 

(Prasad 1979) has been taken into account as an important morpho

metric attribute for the Basin under study. The density of 

stream source heads & confluence points have been calculated for 

each grid square area of the Basin to draw isopleths of different 

categories of source head & confluence point density zones in 

Fig . II . lO & II . ll . 

Four categories of source density & five categories of 

confluence density have been recognized for the Rakti River Basin 

in Fig . II . lO & II . ll. All the categories have been denoted by 

different codes in the Table II . 21 & II . 22 . 
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Table II. 21 

Different catesories_2f_so~rce den~ity 
--·----

Sl. 
No. 

Name of Source Density 
Categories 

Range 

----- ---------
I Low Below 2 

II Moderately LOW 2 4 

III Moderate 4 6 

IV Moderately High liliove 6 

Code 

L 

ML 

M 

MH 

-----------------------------------------------
Table II . 22 

Different categorie~~~~~-densi~ 
----·------------------

Sl. Name of Confluence Range Code 
No. Density Categories 

---- ----
I Low Below 2 L 

II Moderately Low 2 4 ML 

III Moderate 4 6 M 

IV Moderately High 6 8 MH 

v High &Jove 8 H 

-------------------

ii. Spatial Distribut!2~of Source Head & Confluence P~~ 

Density~~ 
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Fig.II.lO depict the various category zones of source head 

concentration for the Rakti Basin as follows. 

I. ~ow SOidf.Ce h~~ensity 3.S!ne (L2., having value below 2 is 

distributed over the entire plain portion of the Basin . A small 

patch of this category also occurs on the western foothill area 

of the Basin . 

II . ,t:od!:,ratel:L..J:~..E~~~~i tl'"~ne (ML) having range values 

from 2 to 4 mainly covers the whole foot hill area east-westward 
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(except a little portion on the northern terai plain above the 

low category of source dens i ty) of the Basin . 

III . ~~~Of£~ density zone (~ ranging from 4 to 6 

occurs on the central , northwestern & north eastern hill portion 

of the Basin. 

IV. Mod~ely Ht~~££_density_Z<2£UMH) having value above 

6 occurs in three patches , one on the western hill area & other 

two are on the eastern & north eastern hill area. 

Si milarly Fig . II . ll depicts the various category zones of 

confluence point concentratiQ1 for the study area as follows . 

I . Low confluence~int d~si ty zon~ (LL having value bel ow 2 

occurs in four distinct places , one almost covering the whole 

plain area with a little portiQ1 on the central foothill of the 

Basin , other three on the western boundary, on the northern top 

& on the north western boundary of the hill portion covering 

small areas of the Basin under study. The area of this category 

of confluence density mostly coincides with the low source den

sity zone . 

II . Moder~l low £2£i~~-~sity zone~l from 2 to 4 is 

distributed over the foot hill as well as hill portion in east 

west - ward direction above the low category zone . The distribu

tion of this zone mainly conforms with the distribution of low 

& moderately low source density zones . 

III . £:!2<ierate c~luenc~ den~i tl,_~~~ ranging from 4 to 6 

occupies the western & central hill portion within moderately 

low category zane. A small patch of this category also occurs 

on the eastern hill bwndary of the Basin. The confluence 

density of this category is found to coincide with the areas of 

both the moderately low & moderate source density zones. 

IV. ~der~~high~nfluence density z~_j~L having range 
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values from 6 to 8 occurs within the moderate category zone in 

two small patches on the western & central hill porticn of the 

Basin under study mainly in the area of moderate source density. 

v. ~~b_~fluence d~sity_~ above 8 occurs on the western 

hill portion \vi thin the moderately high density zone covering a 

negl i gible area. This zone also coincides mainly with the mode

rate source density zone . 

Thus it is found from the above spatial distribution of both 

the source & confluence densities that in most cases the diffe

rent categories of source density zones either coincides with the 

same categories of confluence density or the next higher ones. 

iii . ~ea-Source ~sity_~Confluence De~sity Relat~hi£ 

From the areal distributioo it is found that both the low 

density of source heads & confluence points (L) having total 

areas of 33 . 81 sq. km . & 37 . 37 sq. km . respectively (Table II.23 & 

II . 24) more or less cover the whole portion of the plain topo

graphy (Fig . II.lO & II . ll) of the Basin. The no.rmal distribu

tions of source & confluence densities on arithmatic probability 

graphs reveal that both the source & confluence density zones 

of hill portion of the Basin start from the moderately low cate

gory s ince the break of lines have occurred on the mid value 3 

of the moderately low category (i . e . , 2 to 4) . Thus it is 

observed that the hill portion of the Basin is mainly occupied 

by the moderately low & moderate source & confluence densities. 

The areal coverages of the two categories jointly for both 

source head & confluence densities are nearly 29 . 75 & 25 . 56 

sq . km . respectively . 
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Table II.23 

Different srurce densit:L...,.Sategori~~ith res~ctiv~~ 
------------------------------------- -----

Source Area in Area in Cumulative area Cumulative 
Density sq.km. % in sq. km. area in % 

----
Below 2 33 . 81 52 . 02 33 . 81 52.02 

2 4 15 . 75 24 . 23 49 . 56 76 . 25 

4 6 14 . 00 21 . 54 63 . 56 97 . 78 

Above 6 01 . 44 02 . 22 65 . 00 100 . 00 

--- --
Table II . 4 

Diff~t ~fl_s_~nce densi~ategories ~b__E_espective.2£~ 

Confluence Area in Area in Cumulative area Cumulative 
IEnsity sq . krn . % in sq . km . area in % --- --------------- ----
Below 2 3 7. 37 57 . 49 37 . 37 57 .49 

2 4 17 . 50 26 . 93 58.87 90.57 

4 6 08.06 12 . 40 62 . 93 96.82 
6 8 01.73 02.66 64.66 99.48 

Above 8 oo. 34 00 . 52 65 . 00 100 .o 0 

--- ----

Densi·ties 

The frequency analysis in the Table II . 25 & II . 26 prove 

that the low source & confluence densities i . e ., below 2 become 

the main dominant category in the plain area of the Basin since 

the percentageg of frequencies contributed by this category are 

very high like 58 . 24 & little less than 69 . 23 respectively. 

The hill portion of the Basin being mostly covered by the com

bined percentages of the frequencies of moderately low & moderate 

categories of source & conflllence densities (i . e . , nearly 38 . 46 

& 25 . 27 respectively) prove (like the area-source & confluence 

density analysis) that the entire hill portion of the Basin is 

mainly dominated by medium type of source & confluence ccncen-

tration. 
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Table Il. 25 

Different source densi£L_£~~£~_with z::..esE.~<7ti~_fre~~ ---------~--·- -------------·- ·----·----
Source 
Density 

Frequency Percentage 
of 
Frequency 

Cumulative 
Frequency 

CUmulative 
Percent age of 
Frequency 

----~-------- -----------~-----,---

Below 2 

2 4 

4 5 

Above 6 

53 

19 

16 

03 

58 . 24 

20 . 88 

17 . 58 

03 . 30 

53 

72 

88 

91 

58o24 

79 . 12 

96.70 

100 . 00 

- ------- -----------------------

Table II . 26 

Differ~£~t~e!!.<2:..2.~~itL_S.~~ries wi~~~S!i_~ 
fregu~ci~ 

----------~--------,__ _______________ _ 
Confluence Frequency 
Density 

Percentage Cumulative 
of Frequency 
Frequency 

--------------- -
Below 2 63 69 . 23 63 

2 4 16 17 . 58 79 

4 6 07 07 . 59 86 

6 8 04 04 . 40 90 

Above 8 Ol 01 . 10 91 

Cumulative 
Percentage of 
Frequency 

69 . 23 

86 . 81 

94.51 

98.90 

100 . 00 --------------------------------
Thus on the basis of above findings from the spatial distri

buti on, areal coverage as well as frequency of different cate

gories of source & confluence densities the following conclusions 

may be drawn . 

1 . The daninance of medium source & confluence concentrations 

over the most portion of the hill terrain clearly suggests that 

the roughness of the hill surface has been moderately influenced 

by the hydrographic net work of the Basin under study . 

2 o The areas of the high degree of roughness caused by moderate-

ly high source head concentration & moderately high & high 
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confluence point concentration have been confined in two small 

places, one is on the north west corner & another over the north 

east & east of the hill area. 

3. The coincidence of different source density zones, in a 

greater areal coverage, with either the same or next step higher 

groups of confluence density zones (i . e., moderate source zone 

with moderately high confluence, moderately low source zone with 

same or moderate confluence zone etc . as discussed above) clearly 

indicates that where the streams have owed their origin they have 

got their confluences within a short distance with the same or 

higher order streams before getting an avenue for longer flow. 

Thus it leads to three important characteristic features of the 

streams of the Basin under study (a) The Basin is full of small 

& ephimeral rills & streams which have provided initiaticn & 

confluence together on the same unit . (b) the Basin is charac

terized mainly by dendritic pattern . Had the density zone s not 

been coincident the pattern would have been different from 

dominating dendritic one . (c) since most of the streams are 

small , most of the streams must be intennittent or shortlived 

in character . 

4 . The occurrence of high & lo.v source & confluence density 

zones in the same site on the hill area of the Basin (as in 

Fig . II . lO & II . ll) clearly reflects the presence of higher amount 

of dissection over the hill terrain resulted from structural & 
other geomorphic causes like slope, relative relief, drainage 

density & frequency (as discussed earlier) etc. 

5 . The low source & confluence density dominating the entire 

rolling alluvial plain on the south of the Basin explains that 

a vast portion of the Basin is not potent for the initiation of 

streams due to lack of marked undulation, scarps & other struc

tural disturbances which initially give rise the striking physio

graphic variations over a land surface & initiates stream flow 

development . 
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VI . Dissection~~ 

Dissection index can be considered as an important morpho

metric property of a drainage basin since it is useful in the 

study of the terrain configuration & drainage basin dynamics -

the stage attained by the stream in the course of the evolution 

of the basin concerned (Nir 1957). 0issection index can be 

defined as the ratio between relative relief & absolute altitude. 

'Ihe dissecticn index for the Rakti Basin has been obtained 

by dividing the whole Basin area in 2 square em . gride. 'Ihe 

value of each grid has been calculated by employing the follow

ing formula to draw isopleths of different category zones 

Fig . II . 12 . 

Dissection Index = 
Relative Relief 
Absolute-Altitude 

Six distinct categories of dissection index have been recog

nized for the Rakti Basin in Fig.II. 12 . All these categories 

have been denoted by the different codes in the Table II.27 . 

Table II. 27 

Different categories of ~~~ion i~ 

~-----------------------------------------Sl . No . Name of Dissection 
Index Categories 

Range 
-----

Code 

-------------------------------------------------------------
I 

II 

III 

IV 

v 
VI 

Low Below 0 . 1 

Moderately Low 0 . 1 - 0 . 2 

Moderate 0 . 2 - 0 . 3 

1-bderately High 0 . 3 - 0 . 4 

High 0 . 4 - 0 . 5 
Very High Above 0 . 5 

- ----

L 

ML 

M 

MH 

H 

VH 
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'lll.e different dissection index zones of the Rakti Basin have 

been distributed as follows . 

I . ~ dissec~~~_j_!d., having value below 0 . 1 occupies a 

great porticn of the southern part of the plain area of the 

Basin . 

II . ~~~~.2.!:! di~~~ndex zon~ML) having values 

ranging from o . 1 to o. 2 occupies the northern & north western 

plain area of the Basin . A little portion of this category also 

occurrs on the top n ort hem hill area of the Basin. 

III . ~~e di~~9!L_ind~x zon~J.W_ having range values from 

0 . 2 to o.3 occurs mainly in two places, one almost covering the 

remaining portion of the northern plain & another on the north 

western hilly corner of the Basin . A very little patch having 

negligible area of this category also occurs on the central hill 

portion of the Basin . 

IV. Moderately high ~ection index (.MH) having values from o . 3 

to 0 . 4 occurs in three distinct areas, one occupying a great area 

on the northern hill tract east-\>Jestward & another in a narrow 

strip along foot of th~ hill & a small one in the central hill por

tion . 

v. High ~section ind~_Jill.. having range values from 0 . 4 to 

0 . 5 occupies almost the whole sou.-ther>n. part of the hill tract 

except the centrally situated two small zones of moderate & 

moderately high dissection index & three little patches of very 

high dissection index on the eastern side. 

VI . Very high d~£!ion ind~ (VH) having value above 0 . 5 

occurs in three very small patches having negligible areas 

within the high dissection index zone on the eastern side of the 

hill tract of the Basin . 
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iii . Area-Disse££_-!.£n Index Relationship 

It is found from the Table II. 2 8 that the low dissection 

~ index contributes maximum area i . e ., 19 . 76 sq. km . of the 

plain portion of the Basin . Both the low & moderately low cate

gories jointly contribute the highest portion i . e ., 26 . 39 sq. km. 

of the plain area of the Basin . 

Table II . 28 

Different diss~ti~_index catego~~ith r~E,ective areas --- -- - - - ----
Dissection Area in Area in Cumulative Cumulative 
Index sq. km . % area in area in % 

sq. km . 
----- -----
Below o . 1 19. 76 30 . 40 19 . 76 30 . 40 

o . 1 - 0 . 2 06 . 63 10 . 20 26 . 39 40 . 50 

o . 2 - o . 3 12 . 56 19 . 32 38 . 95 59 . 92 

o . 2 - 0 . 4 11 . 60 17 . 85 50 . 55 77 . 77 

0 . 4 - o . s 13 . 25 20 . 38 63 . 80 98 . 15 

Above o . s 01 . 20 01 . 85 65 . 00 10 o . 0 0 _____ _.__ ___________ _ 
'lhe nonnal distribution of the dissection index frequencies 

depicts that the hilly area of the Basin begins above the mid 

value 0 . 25 of the moderate dissection index (0 . 2 to 0 . 3) since 

the break point of straight line on the probability graph has 

occurred oo the said mid value. ·fuus it becomes aparent that 

most of the hill area is occupied by moderately high & high 

dissection index which jointly contribute 24. 85 sq. km . out of 

30 . 12 sq. km . of the hill area. Moreover the high dissection 

index encroaches the maximum portion i . e ., 13 . 25 sq. km. of the 

hill area. 'Ihe highest portion of the area of moderate dissec

tion index (having 12 . 56 sq. km) also falls on the hill area of 

the Basin . 'lhus from the above areal distribution it is quite 

clear that the entire hill portion of the Basin is noticeably 

dissected. The high dissection index , after contributing 13 . 25 

sq. km. i . e ., maximum paLtion along with 1 . 20 sq. km. of very high 
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dissection index category over most of the sou.thrn portion of hill 

(as described above) also prove that the entire sou.\:h elln. part of 

the hilly tract (mostly covering foot hill region) is dissected 

in highest level . The frequency analysis also support the above 

explanation bel ow. 

iv. Freguency An~lysis of~he Dissecti~~de~ 

The analysis of the percentages of frequency (Table II.29) 

for both the low & moderately low categories clearly reveals that 

most of the percentage of frequency for the plain area of the 

basin is contributed by these categories i . e ., 45%. The combined 

percentage of frequency i . e ., 30 . 77 contributed by moderately 

Table II . 29 

~erent dissection_ index cat~ries with respective 
fre~encies 

------------------------- ----------------------------Dissection Frequency .Percentage Cwnulative Cumulative 
Index Frequency Frequency .Percentage 

Frequency --- - - -- ---
Below 0 . 1 32 35 . 16 32 35.16 

o . 1 - 0 . 2 13 14 . 29 45 49.45 

0 . 2 - 0 . 3 14 15 . 38 59 64.84 

0 . 3 - 0 . 4 15 16 . 48 74 81 . 32 

o . 4 - 0 . 5 13 14 . 29 87 95 . 60 

Above 0 . 5 04 04 .4·0 91 1oo . oo 

--- - - --
high & high categories along with the maximum percentage of 

frequency of the moderate category (i . e ., 15 . 38) to the hill 

portion prove simultaneously with the areal analysis that the 

hill portion is undoubtedly associated with heavy amount of 

dissection . The percentage of frequency (i . e ., 14 . 29) of the 

high dissection index being remarkably high along with 4 . 4% of 

very high dissection index also leave no doubt that the soLLt hc:t>n. 
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part of the hill tract is extremely dissected. 

Thus from the above findings of the both areal as well as 

frequency analysis of the Basin the following conclusions may be 

drawn . 

1 . The Rakti River with its hill tributaries in the Basin with 

varing degree of corrosion power or erosional potential due to 

varied nature of slope , relative relief , vegetative growth & 

rainfall distribution (plays as exogenetic process) exhibit high 

dissection in the surface configuration & thus , in a broad sense 

a relatively youth stage of morphological evolution over the 

hill portion of the Basin area. 

2 . The thrusted, elevated & tilted zone consisting rocks of 

Siwalik , Damuda & Daling series over the southe:rn area of hill 

tract being marked by structural instability & high degree of 

run off display highest amount of dissection index in a great 

areal extention & show a close association ·with high average 

slope , relative relief , drainage texture & even roughness index 

as d i scussed in the next sub-section . 

3 . Low dissection index over the lower half of Basin area Ct·t .,ptain) 

proves marked lack of structural differences as well as insta

bility over the terrain & conforms all over with the similarly 

low categories of morphometric attributes . 

VII . Roug~s Index 

This Index leads to the better understanding of the surface 

configuration resulted from ccmplex geomorphic process & there

fore it is being widely used by the earth scientists for the 

morphological study of terrain . Actually, it is mare developed 

morphcmetric property than the ' slope ' or • dissection indeX • as 

it enccmpasses a number of determinant factors relating to the 

development of landforms . The index reflects the combined effects 
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of evolut i onary rhythmic processes in the development as has been 

visuali zed in case of the basin under study. Roughness index 

(Hook 1955) has been used to show the total characteristics of 

surface confi guration within the basin . 

culat ed by the following formula -

Roughness index is cal-

NX Mf4 
Roughness Index = ...:.::...._.4-=-- x 10 . 

WheP~ N =total no. of intersections of contour lines with 

two sets of perpendicular grids (set at 45 ° to 

each other) 4 & 10 are constants . 

M =distance in kms . between grid liroe (Hook 1955) . 

i . Roughn~~dex_~~~ 

On the basis of above formula, five categories of roughness 

index have been recognized for the Basin under study {in Fig.II. 13). 

All these categories have been denoted by the codes in Table II . 30. 

Sl . 
No. 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

v 

Table II . 30 

Dif~rent categories ot_r~hness index 

Name of Roughness 
Index 

LOW 

Moderately LOW 

Moderate 

Moderately High 

High 

Range 

---
Below 15 

15 - 30 

30 - 45 
45 - 60 

Above 60 

Code 

L 

ML 

M 

MH 

H 

-----------------------------
ii . Spatial Distribution o.E Roughness I~~Zones 

The d i fferent categories of roughness index zones are 

distributed (Fig . II.l3 as follows) : 

I . ~roughne~ index (L) having value below 15 distributes 

over most of the -Plain area an the southern part of t he Basi n 

under study . 
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II. ~~~~lOW_£0U9hness index_j~_L having values ranging 

from 15 to 30 occupies the northern plain area of the Basin just 

above low roughness index. 

III . Moderat~_rou9hn~~ index (M) having values from 30 to 45 

occures both over the northern plain & foot hill area of the 

Basin & extends east westward . A little patch of this category 

also occupies within the moderately high categories of roughness 

index on the eastern side of the Basin . 

I v. The Moderately hi9h cate9ory of rou9t:ness in de~ (MH) i . e. , 

from 45 to 60 distributes over the most of the portion of the 

hill area, covering eastern, central & northern part. 

v. l!!~high_L~hnese__lnd~_ili)_ above 60 occupies the rest of 

the hill tract in fou r distinct patches . The largest one extends 

from the central hill towards north east, other two patches with 

small areas on the western boundary & a very little patch on the 

eastern boundary of the Basin . 

iii . Area Rou9hn~Index Relati~~ 

Table II. 31 exhibits that 25 . 87 sq. km . i . e ., the largest 

portion of the plain area of the Basin under study is occupied 

by low roughness index category . Thus the plain area is dominat

ed by low degree of roughness index. 'llie normal distri..t:ution on 

arithmetic probability graph in Fig . II . 4h reveals that the rough

ness index categories of the hill portion of the Basin has begun 

above 37 . 5 mid value of the moderate category (i . e ., 30 to 45) 

of roughness index . 'llie boundary line between the hill & plain 

area of the basin also depicts the same . Thus it is observed 

that the highest portion i . e ., 18 . 20 sq. km . out of 30 . 12 sq. km . 

of the hill tract is encroached by the moderately high category 

of roughness index . Moreover the high roughness index occupies 

the 6 . 25 sq.km. area which is also the highest portion of area 

of the remaining hill tract of the basin under study. Thus both 
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Table II. 31 

l?iff~~oughness index ~egories with~~~iv~~ -- -- -- --
Roughness Area in Area in Cumulative area Cumulative 
Index sq. km . % in sq. km. area in % 

--
Below 15 25.87 39 . 80 25.87 25 . 87 

15 - 30 9 . 12 14 . 03 34. 99 53.83 

30 - 45 05. '5 6 08.55 40.55 62 . 38 

45 - 60 18.20 28 . 00 58.75 90.38 

Above 60 06 . 25 9. 62 65 . oo 100.00 

the moderately high & high roughness index depict that the whole 

hill portion of the Basin is daninated by pronounced roughness 

although the highest degree of roughness mainly prevails above 

the foot hill i . e ., on the high altitude of the hill portion (as 

seen in Fig . II . 13) of the Basin under study. 

The percentage frequency shared by different categories 

reflects {in Fig.II. 32) that the highest frequency i . e., 45 . 05% 

of the plain area is contributed by low roughness index category 

like the areal distribution . The moderately high category in 

the same way contributes highest frequency percentage i.e., 21.98 

Table II. 32 

~~~~ghness index categories with~pective freguen~ 

Roughness Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage 
Index of Frequency of Cumulative 

Frequency Frequency --- -- -------
Below 15 41 45 . 05 41 45.05 

15 - 30 07 07 . 69 48 52.75 

30 - 45 12 13 . 19 60 65.93 
45 - 60 20 21 . 98 80 87.91 

Above 60 11 12 . 09 91 10 o. 00 
------------------------------------------------
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on the hill like the areal coverage . 'I'he moderately high & high 

roughness index jointly contribute most of the percentage of 

frequency i . e . , 34 . 07 of the hill area. 

Thus from the both areal & frequency analysis of roughness 

index categories of the study area the following conclusions may 

be made . 

1 . It is observed that the higher range of roughness index 

strikingly coincides with the greater amplitude of relief, fre

quency , drainage density, source & confluence concentrations 

which in turn reflects their impact on the high degree of rough

ness index. Roughness index also depicts the combined influence 

of structural & erosional processes which are normally expressed 

in terms of slope angle , drainage texture , ruggedness number 

within the Basin . 

2 . The values of roughness index display the differential deve

lopments of weathering status even in the intramontane & intra 

-valley sections of the Basin under study. It helps in getting 

a clear idea about the characteristic variations of erosional 

features, the potentiality of denudational work, the act of wea

thering & other agents involved in the role of incision or sculp

turing of the landscape & the ultimate resultant configurations. 

3 . The erotionally active hills above 500 mt altitude approxi

mately, both in the upper & the middle parts encompassing the 

middle hill & foothill topography being drained by different 

tributaries of Rakti River , have moderately high to high rough

ness index . It has been noticed here that the higher grade of 

roughness is always accompanied by the higher stream power, high 

rainfall depths, high frequency of streams , fine texture of 

drainage, thin vegital covers in maximum portion & considerably 

steep slope . This critical area of Rakti Basin has experienced 

much longer phase of denudational process by sufficiently steep 

gradients of streams which i n turn have influenced in such attain

ment of moderately high degree of roughness index in the upper & 



middle part & high degree of roughness index specially an the 

upper part of the Basin under study. 
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4 . The plain area of the Basin , having lower influence of 

slope , & thereby low drainage frequency , coarse drainage texture, 

reflects the lower grade of roughness index all over the plain 

area . 

In order to study the correlation among different morpho

metric attributes of the Rakti Basin, a linear regression analy

sis (on the basis of grid values, Appendix III) with the help of 

computer, has been carried out. The results of such analysis 

have been put fo~1ard in the proceeding paragraphs . 

i . Drainage Densit~~Roughness Index 

Frcm the numerical analysis of linear regression ('rable II. 33) 

it is apparent that there exhist a positive correlation between 

drainage density and roughness index of the Rakti Basin. 'llle 

relationship being so, explains that there has been a progressive 

increase of roughness index with the concomitant rise in the value 

of drainage da,sity. The mean , standard deviation for both the 

attributes have also been calculated where the difference are 

observed to be minimum. The regression equation of these two 

variables is as follows : 

Y = 2 • 2 71 9 + 12 • 142 X 

Where 2 . 2719 is constant ' a ' & 12 . 142 is the slope of the 

regression line or ' b' . 



----------------------~----- · 
Name of 
variables 

------------------

Mean st . Dev. 

---
1 . Roughness 

Index (Y) 
(Dependent) 

27 . 784 24 . 742 

2 . Drainage 
Density (X) 
(Independent) 

2 . 1011 1 . 172 9 

Table II . 33 

Num~ical values of hin~£_regressi on 
(drain~~L-dens i~ & r oughness ~@I 

-
c . v. r l- F at 1 & Coefficient 
in % 89 D. F values 

--- - - - - --
0 . 8905 2 . 2719 (a) 

0 . 5756 0 . 3313 44 . 097 

0 . 5582 12 . 142 (b) 

---
st . Error t at 89 D. F . 

- - --
4 . 3942 0 . 5170 

1 . 8285 6 . 6405 

---- ------- ·---------·---- - ' 
St . Dev. = Standard Deviation 
D. F . = Degree of Freedom 
c. v. = Coefficient of Variation 
st . Error = standard Error . 

-...] 
w 
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Thus the relationship between drainage density & roughness 

index is such that one unit increase in drainage density by and 

large causes an increase of roughness index at a rate of 12. 142 

times . The calculated value of F (44 . 097) is greater than the 

tabulated value (6 . 965) at 1 and 89 degree of freedom. Thus the 

regression is significant at 0 . 99 level . 'llie calculated •t• value 

of ' b' or slope regression (6 . 6406) being much greater than the 

tabulated value (2 . 639) clearly indicates that correlation between 

drainage density and roughness index is significant at 0. 99 level 

with 89 degree of freedan . Furthermore to determine the degree 

of linearity the coeff icient of determination has been worked as 

r 2 = 0 . 3313 which explains that 33 . 13% of the total variation in 

dependent variable (Y) i . e . , roughness index has been explained b J 

X (independent variable) i . e ., drainage density , while 66.87% of 

variation is yet to be explained. Thus the drainage density 

alone cannot account for the resultant roughness index of the 

Basin under study . other factors like the less resistant 

bedroks with varying softness , the deforestation of land surface 

having coupled with high intensity of rainfall activating weather

ing & resultant soil erosion might have contributed the further 

roughness on the terrain . 

ii . ~~ive Relief & Av. Sl£e~ 

The numerical analysis (in the Table II. 34) reveals a posi

tive correlation between the relative relief & slope which inturn 

explains a progressive increase of average slope with the con

comitant rise in the amplitude of relative relief . 'Ihe mean, 

standard deviation have been calculated which depicted minimum 

differences among them. The regression equation has been calcu

lated for the Rakti Basin as follows ; 

Y = 2 . 3506 + 0 . 0464X 



·----------------
Name of 
variables 

Table II . 34 

Numerical values ~f linear re~ress!2£ 
(f!:lativ~lieU average sloe_~) 

---------------------
Mean St • .Dev . c. v. in ~ r i F with 1 Coeff i -

& 89 cient 
degree values 
of 
freedom 

Sd. Error t with 89 
degree of 
freedom 

- ------ -- - - --- ---------·· ·--------- - ---·-------
1 . Av. Sl ope (Y) 

(Dependent ) 
10 . 974 

2 . Relative 185 . 79 
Relief (X) 
(Independent) 

9 . 6832 

190 . 64 

0 . 8824 

0 . 9128 0 . 8332 444 . 44 

1 . 0250 

·----------------- ------------- ----------------------·----
St . Dev. 
D. F . 
c . v. 
St . Error 

= Standard Deviation 
= Degree of Freedom 
= Coefficient of Variation 
= Standard Error. 

2 . 3506 

0 . 0464 

0 . 5841 4 . 0245 

0 . 0022 21 . 082 

·--------------------

-...] 
Ul 
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·Ihus the relationship between the relative relief & slope 

is such that one unit increase in relative relief by and large 

causes the increase of slope at a rate of 0 . 0464 times. The 

calculated value of F(444 . 44) is much greater than the tabulated 

value ~ . 965) with 1 & 89 degree of freedom. Thus the regression 

is highly s i gnificant at 0 . 99 level . The calculated 1 t 1 value of 

'o or slope of agression (21 . 082) being much greater than the 

tabulated value (2 . 639) clearly reveals that the correlation 

between relative relief & slope of the Basin under study is sig

nificant at 0 . 99 level with 89 degree of freedom . Further more 

to determine the degree of linearity the coefficient of determi

nation has been worked out as r 2 = 0 . 8332 which explains that 

83 . 32% of the total variation in dependent variable {Y) i . e., the 

average slope of the basin has been explained by X {independent 

variable) i.e., relative relief . The rest 16 . 67% of total varia

tion of average slope might be accompanied with other influencing 

factors like drainage texture, structural disturbances etc. which 

are responsible for slope modification of the terrain . 

iii . Relativ~elief & Draina~e ~it~ 

Fran the numerical analysis (in ·rable II. 35) it is observed 

that there exhist a positive correlation between the relative 

relief & drainage density which in turn clearly explains a pro

gressive increase in the value of drainage density with the 

concomitant increase in the amplitude of relative relief in the 

Basin under study. 'I'he mean, sd. deviation of the two variables 

have been calculated where the dif f erences are seen to be minimum. 

The regression equation has been calculated as follows ; 

y = 1 . 4222 + 0 . 00364 



Table II. 35 

Numerical values of linear_regre~Oll 
G'elat~~ relief & ~nage aensity) 

. -- ---- -------------- -------
Name of 
variables 

Mean st. Devi
ation 

Co-efficient 
of variation 
rn "/. 

r r 2 F with 1 
and 89 
degree of 
free dan 

Coeffi
cient 
values 

St. 
Error 

't' with 
89 degree 
of free
dan 

·--------------- _, _______ _ 
--------------~-----.--.-------

1.Drainage 
Density (Y) 
(Density) 

2.0989 

2.Relative 185.79 
Relief (X) 
(Independent) 

1 . 1748 

190.43 

' ------
St. Dev. 
D. F. 
c. v. 
St. Error 

= Standard Deviation. 
= Degree of Freedom. 
= Coefficient of Variation. 
= Standard Error. 

0.5597 

1.025 

1. 4222 0 . 1400 10.157 

0 • 5 90 4 0 • 3 486 47.621 

0.00364 0.000528 6. 9008 

. --- ----------

.....,) 

.....,) 
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Thus from the above equation the relationship between relative 

relief & drainage density of the Basin is such that one unit 

increase in relative relief by and large causes an increase of 

drainage density at a rate of 0 . 00364 times . The value of F has 

been calculated which is much greater (47 . 621) than the tabulat

ed value (6 . 965) with 1 & 89 degree of freedom . ThuG the regre

ssion is significant at 0 . 99 level . The calculated • t • value of 

' :0 or slope of regression (6 . 9008) being much greater than the 

tabulated value (2 . 639 ) clearly indicates that correlation bet

ween relative relief and drainage density is s i gnificant at 0 . 99 

level with 89 degree of freedom . The degree of linearity of the 

correlation between these attributes have also been calculated 

as r
2 = 0 . 3485 which explains that 34 . 85% of the total variation 

in dependent variable (Y) i . e ., drainage density has been 

explained by X (independent variable) i . e ., relative relief . 

Thus the relative relief alone can not account for the resultant 

drainage dens i ty of the basin . The rest of the 65 . 15% of the 

total variation in drainage density might be stemmed from struc

tural variation , high rainfall , accelerated run off due to 

deforestation as well as the increasing pressure of agricultural 

lands etc . 

The numerical analysis (in 'rable II . 36) of the linear regre

ssion shows a positive correlation between the relative relief & 
dissection index & thus explains that a progressive increase in 

the value of dissect i on index has been followed by the concomi

tant enhancement of relative relief in the Bas i n under study. 

'Ihe mean & standard d e viation has been calculated when differen

ces are minimum. The e quation of linear regression has been 

calculated as follows ; 

Y = o . o6252 + o . oooso97X. 



-------------
Name of 
variables 

Mean Sd.dev. 

Table II . 36 

Nume~ values of lin~~gression 
J£6Iative ~U & disse£!~ index) 
- ---

Coeffi
cient of 
variation. 
in z 

r 
2 

r F with 1 & 
89 degree 
of freedcm 

Coeffi
cient 
values 

Sd. 
Error 

t with 89 
degree of 
freed em 

·------·--- --- ------------------
1 . Dissection 

Index {Y) 
{Dependent) 

0 . 212 7 

2 . Relative 185 . 55 
Relief {X) 
(Independent) 

0 . 1797 0 . 8447 

190 . 14 1 . 0247 

0 . 06252 0 . 01369 4 . 5656 

0 . 8567 0 . 7339 245 . 41 

0 . 0008097 0 . 00005168 15 . 666 

------------------------------- ·------------- -------------------·----------· 
St . r:ev. = Standard Deviation. 
D. F . = Degree of Freedom. 
c . v. = Coefficient of Variation . 
St . Error = Standard Error . 

-.J 
1.0 
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Thus the relationship between relative relief & dissection 

index is such that one unit increase in relative relief causes 

an increase of dissection index at a rate of about 0 . 0008097 

times . The value of F has been calculated which is much greater 

(245 . 41) than the tabulated value (6 . 965) with 1 & 89 degree of 

freedom . Thus the regression is highly significant at 0 . 99 level. 

The calculated ' t' value of ' b or slope of the regression (15.666) 

being far higher than the tabulated value (2 . 639) with 89 degree 

of freedom, strongly prove that the correlation between dissec

tion index & relative relief is significant at 0 . 99 level . The 

degree of linearity has also been worked out as r 2 = 0 . 7339 which 

indicate that 73 . 39% of the total variation in dependent variable 

(Y) i . e ., dissection index has been explained by X (independent 

variable) i . e ., relative relief of the Basin. ·lhe rest 26.61% 

of total variation in dissection index might be due to the 

geotechtonic causes like thrusting, faulting etc . as well as 

varied intensity of erosion of land surface by various tributaries 

of Rakti River basin under study. 

The numerical analysis in table II . 37 & II. 38 depicts that 

the two components of Hydrographic network i . e ., source head 

density & confluence point density have positive relationship 

with stream frequency of the Basin and thus with the progressive 

rise of stream frequency both the source & confluence densities 

have increased in the Basin . 'Ihe mean & standard deviation of 

these variables have been calculated where the differences are 

minimum . 'Ihe regression equations have been calculated as 

follows : 

Y (source density) = -0.5899 + 0 . 6094X 

Y (confluence density) = -0.7221 + 0 . 5441X. 



-----
Name of 
variables 

1.Source 
Density 
(Dependent) 

2 . Drainage 
Frequency 
(Independent) --

Table II.37 
Numerical values of linear regression 
(drainasu~auen~ & source_£~sity') - -- r2 Mean Sd.Dev. Coefficient r F with 1 

varia\:ion in"/. & 89 
degree of 
freedom 

-----
Coef fi- S . D. 
cient Error 
values 

-----------
t with 89 degree 
of freedom 

----------- --
2 . 1758 2 . 2881 

4 . 5385 2. 7980 

--

1 . 051 6 -0.5899 0.3077 

0.7452 0 . 5553 111.15 

0.6165 0.6094 0. 0578 

- - ---
Table II . 38 

!:!,umerical v~~of li~~egre~~ 
(drainag£_frequen_£l_& confluence de~ityt 

-1.9169 

10.543 

--------------- ------------ -- 2 --------------------------------------·---------
Name of 
variables 

Mean Sd. Dev. Coefficient r 
variaf1on in·;; 

r F with 1 
& 89 

Coeffi- S . D. 
cient Error 

Degree of values 
Freed em 

I t I With 1 & 8 9 
Degree of Freedom 

------------- ------- ---------
1 . Confluence 

Density 
(Dependent) 

1.7473 2.2340 

2 . Drainage 4 . 5385 2.7980 
Frequency 
(Independent) 

1.2786 -0.7221 0 . 3297 

0.6815 0.4644 77.168 

0. 6165 0.5441 0.0619 

·- -- ---------------

-2 . 1901 

8.7845 

--------
St. Dev. = Standard Deviation. D. F. = Degree of Freedom. c. v. = Coefficient of Variation. St. Error = Stan
dard Error. 

(X) 
...... 
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Thus the relationship between Drainage frequency & source density, 

as well as drainage frequency & confluence density is such that 

with one unit increase of stream frequency the source & confluence 

densities have increased at a rate of 0 . 6094 & 0 . 5441 times res

pectively. The F values have been calculated (111 . 15 & 77 . 168) 

which are far higher than the tabulated value (6 . 965) with 1 and 

89 degree of freedom. Thus the regressions are significant at 

0 . 99 level . 'lhe calculated values of • t • (10.543 & 8.7845 resp ec

tively) for the slope of the regression i . e . , 'b' being higher 

than the tabulated value (2 . 639) with 89 degree of freedom explain 

that the correlations between drainage frequency & source density 

as well as the drainage frequency & confluence density are 

significant at 0 . 99 level . Further more the degree of lineary 

in correlations of the variables have been worked out a s 

r2 = 0 . 5553 & 0 . 4644 respectively which prove that 55 . 53% of the 

total variation of source density (Y) & 46 . 44% of the total 

variation of confluence density (Y) have been explained by X 

i . e ., drainage frequency, while 44 . 47% & 53 . 56% are yet to be 

explained. Thus the drainage frequency alone can not account for 

the resultant source density & confluence density of the basin. 

The ephemeral nature of streams due to the seasonality of rainfall, 

the presence of softer rocks in places & even the weathered ero

sioned hill troughs might have influenced the initiation of both 

the source & confluences in the Basin. 

From the foregoing morphometric analysis it becomes quite 

evident that a vast portion of area on the south of the Basin is 

consisted of wide-open gently slopping plain where the rivers of i~ 

Rakti drainage system have deposited huze amount of eroded 

materials carried down from the up streams, due to sudden decr

ease of velocity resulted from abrupt fall of slope (Photo-II . 1). 

Just immediately above the rolling plain a foot hill zone of 

camperatively higher dissection has started which being associated 



II. 1 - Braided course of Rakti at the foot hills du e to 
the fall of the gradient. 

II . 2 - Apex of alluv ial fan with highly deforested slopes 
at Marchebong . 
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with active exogentic processes & various geological disturbances 

have extended up to the sheared, thrusted & folded transition 

zone between Damuda-Daling series . Above this zone a compara

tively less dissected but rugged zone of middle hill topography 

having harder rocks of Daling series & Darjeeling gneiss with 

comparatively lower amplitude of relief (as compared with foot 

hill zone below) has taken place which encompassed the rest of 

the hilly part of the Basin under study. Thus on the basis of 

the above characteristic differences the whole Basin can be 

divided into three distinct geomorphic units (Fig.II . 14) as 

follows . 

a . The Southern Alluvial Fan zone 

b . The Dissected Foot Hill Topography 

c . 'Ih.e Rugged Middle Hill Tract. 

a . ~South~Alluvial Fan zone 

The deposited detritus carried down by the Rakti River 

system has developed a series of alluvial fans which are bounded 

mainly between 132 mt & 400 mt (in some places even upto 460 mt) 

contours covering an area of 34. 88 sq . km. over the entire allu

vial plain area of the Basin under study (Fig. II . 14). These 

alluvial fans coalese e to form a piedmond zone with textural 

diversities & different sediment patterns. These fans of the 

basin fall on the right bank of Tista River, the main river 

system of this region . Since this fan unit occupies half of the 

Basin area it has been studied with special emphasis among all 

the geomorphic units of the Basin under study. 

I . History of Fan Developm~ 

It is thought that during Pliotocene period the River Rakti 

(a sub catchment of River Balasan) with its tributaries Rohini & 

Rungsung brought down a great volume of periglacial debries & 

solifluction materials which eventually were deposited as coal

escing alluvial fans at the river's outlets (Kar 1962, 1969, 
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Godwin Austin 1968 , Basu & Sarkar 1990 ). 

II . Fan Materi als ---- --
The geometry of the fans being further strongly controlled 

by relief , climate, lithology & hydologic characteristics of the 

Basin (Basu & Sarkar, 1990) finally dep icts a sequential deposi

tion of materials . The grain size & the thickness of sediments 

gradually decreases from the apex towards the base . The Tound

ness of the fan materials conversely increases from the top to 

the bottom of the fans . 

Thus on the upper fan region it is observed from field 

investigation that the boulders , cobbles & gravels in association 

with sands are seen to be deposited in huze amount . Especially 

the foot of the hills from where the alluvial fans owe their 

origin (Photo- II . 2) is characterised by the boulders with extra

ordinarily large size. The channel beds are almost filled up 

with such boulders through which a very narrow stream of water 

is seen flowing . ·rhe boulders are granitoid gneiss, granites & 

schistose rocks & are elongated in size . The shape of the boul

ders thus, indicates that they have been supplied fran near 

sources; from surrounding hills . In the interfluve areas these 

boulders are also found frequently over the upper fan region. 

The average l ength of the boulders are 2 . 6 to 4 mt . & the width 

is about 2 mt . The boulders are seen to have been highly 

weathered & oxidised . The materials on the upper fan region are 

very poorly assorted & stratified. 

In the middle fan area the size of the deposited materials 

are not commonly the boulders, rather medium grained materials 

are the main deposits . Occasionally large boulders are found to 

to be scattered over this region . The length of the boulders are 

from 1 . 5 to 2 mt . & the width 1 to 1 . 5 mt . 'I'he boulders are 

elongated in size but roundness is greater than upper fan region. 

Single grain sandy sediments & silts with gravels & pabbles are 
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are the main deposits of this fan region . The pabbles & gravels 

are not much rounded but some what elongated in shape. The 

deposited materials are poorly assorted in most of the areas of 

this region . 

The size of the deposited materials have been changed to a 

considerable extent in the outer most i . e ., lower fan area of the 

Basin . Here fine grained sands , silts & clay materials are found 

in the interfluve areas . ·fue expanded river valleys with braided 

channels depict somewhat coarser sands & rounded pabbles & 

gravels . 'Ihe statigraphy of the deposits are to some extent 

prominent over this fan area but under the influence of freakish 

hydraulic characteristics of the channels the stratification of 

the deposited materials get distorted often . 'rhus the stratifi

cation of materials vary from place to place especially with the 

distance from the braided channel courses in this area. 

III . The Modes of De~osition : Field study in the Basin shows 

that four noticeable factors like flash floods, stream actions, 

stream floods and debris-flows are responsible for the deposition 

of materials on the alluvial fans. 

Flash floods help in the deposition of materials on the fans 

where large amount of water charged with detrital sediments 

emerges from the mountains . This process becomes more prominent 

when natural dams formed out of excessive accQ~ulation of boulders 

across the rivers, get burst. 'llle deposits are mostly unsorted, 

coarse-grained sediments. Since flash floods run for a small 

distance & are of short duration they mostly contribute deposits 

at & near the f&l heads. According to Banerjee (1980) such flash 

floods occurred & modified the fan heads with the accumulation 

of coarse debris in 1899, 1950 & 1968 . 
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The flow mechanics of the mountain streams being reversed 

on the mountain fronts play an important role in the deposition 

of materials on the alluvial fans . In the mountainous area 

tributary streams originating from the crests frequently join 

the trunk channels & thereby increase the discharge between 

drainage divides . 'I'he mcment trunk streams reach the mountain 

front channel outlet begins . At this point stream initiations 

are readily stopped & the confined channelised flow of the trunk 

streams (like Rakti, Rohini & Rungsung Kholas) emerges on to the 

fan with sudden lack of velocity to give rise the free unconfined 

flows . As a result the main trunk streams feed the distributary 

channels . Braidings are developed favouring the formation of 

sand bars within the channels o ut of ·transported materials carried 

down fran up stream. 

iii) Stream floods ; 

In the down fan areas the braided channels beccme incapable 

of a earring huze amount of water discharge followed by heavy 

torrential rain in the monsoon months . As a result the rivers 

in t he middle & 1 ower sections of the fans often flood causing 

deposition of materials in their respective flood plains . The 

deposited materials are generally medium & fine grained silts & 

sands . The stream flood actions also partially modify the upper 

fan area in exceptional cases as observed in 1968 when this fan 

area was partly inundated by flood-water in 1968 (Basu & Sarkar 

1990) . 

iv) Debris - flows : 

This process play a very important role in the deposition 

of materials on the upper fan area & there-by modify its angle 

of slope . Since the area under study falls under the higher 

inoseismals of earthquakes & shocks experienced in 1849, 1863 , 

1869, 1930, 1934 & 1950 with accompanied land slips , (Chatterjee 
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1975, Banerjee 1980) the fall of boulders, sliding of rock masses 

& soil creeps are the regular features on the hill portions above 

the fan areas of the Basin . As a result extensive masses of 

coarse sediments in a muddy matrix move down slope from the 

surrounding hill sections during the heavy gush bf rain in monsoon 

season . These materials are mainly deposited on the fan heads & 

change the overall slope of the upper fan region . , The fan head 

at Bamonplkhri & Merchebong areas are seen to be oversteepen by 

the past debris-flows (Fig . II . 14) up to an angle of 16°. Both 

these areas are characterised by huze subangular gneissic & 

sehistose boulders of mountainous origin having diameters range 

from 1 to 3 mt approximately . The materials deposited by debris 

-flows on the upper fan region are modified, graded & redeposited 

in the middle & lower sections of the fans by stream actions . In 

the dry seas on gravitational creeping of materials from adjacent 

hills a s well as fan heads towards the down fan region also helps 

in the modification of the fans to a certain extent . 

It should be mentioned in this connection that the processes 

discussed above are all simultaneous in their role of modifying 

the fan regions but their areas of impact are evedently seen 

different . 

From the above discussions of the distribution of fan mate

rials & mode of depositions the whole southern alluvial fan zone 

can be divided into three distinct segments according to the 

size of the deposited materials separated approximately by cer

tain range of slopes as in the Table II . 39. 

The upper segment of the alluvial fan is seen to be confned 

within 260 mt & 460 mt contours having covered an area of 8 . 00 

sq . km . The slope on the east & west of this segment varies from 

6° to 10 ° where in the central area the slope has been enhanced 

upto about 16° by accumulation of debris flow materials. The 
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Table II . 39 

~iou~aspects of al~ia!_f~~ment~ 

---------------------
Segments Area in Slope 

sq. km. 
Materials Process 

----------------------- ------------------
Upper 8 . 00 

·-----
Middle 12 . 50 

Lower 14 . 38 

6°-16° Coarse-grained 
gravels, cObbles & 
boulders 

-----------------
1 . 5°-6° Medium-grained 

sand-silt with 
occasional boul
ders 

1°-1.5°Fine-grained sand, 
silt & clay 

Flash floods, 
debris-flows soli
fluction & stream 
actions. 

Stream actions & 
stream floods. 

stream actions & 
stream floods. 

-------·----------------
The deposits of upper fan are generally dominated by coarse 

gravels, cobbles & b oulders . The degree of pedogenesis seems to 

be moderate over this fan segment. 

The middle segment of the alluvial fan has extended fran 

200 mt upto maximum 320 mt contour having a general slope varies 

from 1 . 5° to 6°. The size of the deposits are mostly smaller. 

The presence of boulders are seldom on the river banks & soils 

are mostly sandy & silty. Pedogenesis is seen to be maximum over 

this fan segment with distinctly developed enriched B horizon 

(leached horizon) between mainly 30 to 60 em below the surface. 

The lower segment bf the alluvial fan has been limited by 

the outer most area, below 200 mt contour in the Basin . This 

f an segment is the coalescenece of all the fans because of the 

frequent flooding of the existing braided streams & the mingling 

of this flood water together with flood deposits. 'Ihe over all 

slope varies from 1 . 5° to less than 1°. Here the deposits are 

generally find grained silts & sands. Pedogenesis is seen to be 
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minimum with weakly developed B horizon . 

The morphology of the fan segments have been shown in the 

transverse profiles in Fig . II . 15c & d . 

The picturesque landscape of the foothill region in the 

Basin with a series of ridges & vales , varying valley forms 

presents a mixture of form-process & litho-tectono-structure of 

the Darjeeling Himalayas {Fig . 14) . This region being associated 

with Siwalik-Damuda sandstone & shales with occasional coal bear

ing seams of the Permo- carboniferous period, have depicted 

distinct thrusts between Siwalik- Damuda & Darnuda- Daling series 

contacts & there by contributed sheared crusted & folded 

litho- tectono set up over -the region (details in Chap VIIA. i) . 

Moreover the sand stone & shale of this region have facilitated 

the better incision of the rivers with prominent valley side 

slope & ridges . The effect of regional episodic uplifts, which 

are frequent in the T.ista River System (Mukhopadhaya 1983) are 

also well manifested in the prevalent process & resulting l and

form characteristics over this geomorphic unit with steep 

mas-wasted slopes, eroded fault scarps etc . Thus the whole 

geomorphic unit has exhibited hig h dissected land surface, prevent

int the pedogenesis from deeply developed matured soil horizons. 

This region is mainly confined within 400 mt to 800 mt . contours 

with general slope varying between 10° to 28° covering an area 

of 21 . 3 7 sq. krn . 'l'he morphology of this reg i<A"l has been presented 

in the transverse profile in Fig . Il . 15b. 

A dist i nct break of slope at an altitude of approximately 

800 mt has separated this unit from foot hill below with some 

distinctive characteristics of g eologic & geomorphic acigin 

(Fig . II . 14) . The entire region is consisted of Daling series & 
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& Darjeeling gneiss type of rocks which exerts better resistance 

in the drainage incision as compared with the foot hill below & 
thereby the streams have attained comparatively less valley side 

slopes with widely spaced ridges . The episodic & jerky uplifts 

have exerted little influence on these harder rocks of archean 

period and as a result of which these zone has been suffered from 

lesser amount of geological deformities which facilitated rela

tively low amplitude of relief & dissection. ·fue initiation of 

higher amount of source heads & confluence points with occasional 

maswasting, triggered up by chemical weathering on ferrogenous 

rocks etc. , have altogether made the terrain rugged. Pedogenesis 

over this part of hilly area of the Basin is mainly consisted of 

fairly developed horizons . In some places there e x ist thin to 

rocky skeletal soils also, due to the presence of very hard rocks 

and very steep local slope. The area is confined within 800 mt & 
2000 mt contours with an area of 8 . 75 sq. km . having a general 

slope ranging from 18°-25°. The morphology of this region has 

been presented in the transverse profile in Fig . II . lSa. 

C. DETERMINATION OF LAND POTEN 'riALI 'rY OF THE GEOMORPHIC U ITS ----· -------- ---------·---------- ----~ 

From the foregoing discussion & analysis it becomes quite 

evident that the geomorphic units of the Basin under study consi

derably differ from each other in their present shape & form which 

ultimately provide various degrees of restriction for theirefficient 

utilization of lands . Thus from the view point of the restric

tions the geomorphic units can be graded into three distinct cate

gories as in the Table II . 40 below. 
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Table II. 40 

'Ifle _£,eomorphic units with their degrees of potentiality_for land 
utilization - -----------------------------------------------------------

Sl . Geomorphic 
No. Units 

Main 
Features 

Gra
des 

Extent of 
land uti
lization 

Precautionary measures 
necessary for the 
lands 

------------------------------------------
1 . Alluvial 

Fans 
Deposit
ional 
land 
form . 

I Unrestri
cted uti
lization 
of soil & 
land. 

No precautionary mea
sure necessary. Normal 
agriculture, settle
ment construction & 
economic activities can 
be allowed. 

-------------------------------------------------------·---------
2 . 

3 . 

Rugged 
Middle 
Hill 

Dissected 
Foot Hill 

Erosi- II 
anal 
landform. 

Litho
tecto
no degr
adation
al land 
form. 

III 

-----------·-------------

Restrict
ed utili
zation 
of soil & 
land. 

Less intensive, tech
nique oriented agricul
ture by foll ov-1ing the 
development of soil & 
steepness of ground 
slope. Same for settle
ment also. 

------~---------------------
Very res
tricted 
utiliza
tion of 
soil & 
land. 

High scientific terra
cing & till age necessary 
for agriculture. SUff
icient engineering 
techniques necessary 
for settlement & other 
constructions. 

The whole geomorphic investigations thus finally reveal that 

the Rakti Basin \vith its naturally developed drainage system has 

depicted remarkable geomorphic diversities starting from the form

ation of alluvial fans to dissected & semidissected rough terrain 

of young geomorphic cycle . The lands are, therefore, variant in 

their potential utilization for different socio economic purpose 

from geQnorphological point of view. 
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The alluvial fans being enriched by deposited materials with 

favourable environment for various degree of pedogenesis in 

association with negligible slope on the entire southern plain 

leaves no doubt that the geomorphology of the Basin has facili

tated the whole piedmound zone for more or less better utiliza

tion of the soil for agricultural & other economic purpose •• 

The dissected foot hill above the rolling plain being sensi

tive from pedogeomorphological point of view (as discussed 

earlier) should be very consciously utilized with high scientific 

terracing , tillage etc . of lands for agricultural & with higher 

engineering tectilliques for the construction of different estab

lishments to maintain the socioeconomic set up of the Basin . 

Presently it is observed that due to unscientific util i zation of 

lands this region is severely suffering from dangerous slides & 
subsidences (e.g. Tindharia cricket colony) in places . 

The rugged middle hill tract being situated on the higher 

altitude with higher amount of ground slope is congenitally not 

well suited for intensive land utilization. The pedo-geornorpho

logy over this region suggests that land utilize should follow 

the parts of well developed soil & less steep slope. Skeletal 

rocky surfaces of the lands should be left for natural vegetative 

growth . Since altitude & slope becomes the two main constraints 

intense tilling of land for agriculture should be replaced by 

other economic activities like tourism , health resort, service 

& aest hetic purpose . 
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